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POSITION LOCATION SYSTEM AND METHOD 
Charles R. Laughlin, Silver Spring, and Roger C. Wollen- 

baugh, Greenbelt, Md., assignors to the United States 
of America as represented by the Administrator of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Filed Jan. 30, 1968, Ser. No. 701,744 
Int. Cl. GOls 5/12 

U.S. C1. 343-112 17 Claims 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
Disclosed are a system and method for position 

locating, deriving centralized air traffic control data and 
communicating via voice and digital signals between a 
multiplicity of remote aircraft including supersonic trans- 
ports and a central station, as well as a peripheral ground 
station (or stations), through a synchronous satellite re- 
lay station. Side tone ranging patterns, as well as the 
digital and voice signals, are modulated on a carrier trans- 
mitted from the central station and received on all of the 
supersonic transports. Each aircraft communicates with 
the ground stations via a different frequency multiplexed 
spectrum. Supersonic transport position is derived from 
a computer at  the central station and supplied to  a local 
air traffic controller. Position is determined in response to 
variable phase information imposed on the side tones at  
the aircrafts, with a plurality of different side tone tech- 
niques being employed, and relayed back to the transports. 
Common to all of the side tone techniques is Doppler 
compensation for the supersonic transport velocity. 

represented as the* carrier frequdncy from eacb ailcraft, 
it is a requirement of the present system and method h a t  
phase coherence be maintained between r ~ c e  *ing and 
transmitting apparatus at  the central statiorl an6 on eacb 
of the SST's. 

A problem in maintaining minimum bandvkidth md 
phase coherence between apparatus maintained on the 
SST's and a t  the ground station is with regard to Doppler 
effect caused by a receiving object moving at a velocity 
of 2.000 knots. In varticular. an  SST flying at  2,000 knots 
produces a two-way frequency shift ;n kxcess of 210 
kilohertz (kHz.) on a 1.5 gigahertz (gPllz.1 carrier. To 
maintain minimum bandwidth and phase coherence be- 
tween the SST and ground station equipment, therefore, it 
is necessary to  compensate for Doppler effect resulting 
from the extremely high velocity of the SST in a manner 
without destroying phase coherence. Perhaps the most 
straightforward and obvious method for overcoming the 
problem caused by Doppler effect on the carrier fie- 
quency transmitted from the aircraft is to provide no com- 
pensation at all and allocate a bandwidth for each aircraft 
sufficient broad to  include the maximum Doppler shift. 
With possible Doppler shift frequencies on the order of 
-+- 10 kHz., however, the bandwidth, associated with each 
SST would be so great as to prevent efficient tra.nsmissiore 
between each aircraft and the ground station, 

Another approach to the problem of Doppler shift on 
the carrier frequency derived from an SST is exact cnm- 
pensation, whereby the frequency transmitted from the 
aircraft is shifted by an ultrastable oscilla.tor on the air- 
craft so that at all times the resultant frequency trans- 
mitted from the aircraft appears to be constant. Thereby, 
ground station and satellite receivers wouBd always be 

The invention described herein was made by employees 35 tuned exactly to the same center frequency transmitted 
of the United States Government and may be to and received from the aircraft; however, phase coher- 
factured and used by or  for the Cio~ernment govern- ence between received and transmitted carriers would not 
mental purposes without the payment of any royalties be maintained since an independent oscillator must be in- 
thereon or  therefor. serted on each aircraft. Since phase coherence is necessary 

The present invention relates generally to central air 4 0  and an oscillator with the required stability could n0.h be 
traffic control systems and methods wherein the position flown on each aircraft, it is not practical to c-pensate 
of moving objects is determined with side tone ranging for  Doppler frequency shifts. 
techniques. In accordance with an  aspect of the present in\~entioi:, 

7 h e  development of the supersonic transport (SST), a compromise is struck between exact Doppler frequencv 
commercial aircraft capable of flying approximately 2,000 compensation and a system requiring an extremesJI wisie 
knots, results in aircraft location problems that do  not *' bandwidth. The frequency of  the carrier received on t::; 
generally exist in tracking subsonic aircraft traveling on  aircraft is measured and compared with a reference 
the order of 600 knots. SST's flying transoceanic routes provide an indication of Doppler frequency shift. In re-. 
must be constantly apprised of the exact location of  other sponse to the difference between the received and refer- 
SST'S in ~roximity  thereto if lane corridors of approxi- ence frequencies, one of a plurality of Doppler frequency 
mately 100 miles, as are now standard in subsonic trans- ranges is selected and indicated by a digital signal that 
oceanic aircraft traffic control, are to be utilized or  re- modulates the carrier transmitted from the aircraft. The 
duced. The requirement for positional data regarding ad- differencc between the bo~indary value of the selected 
jacent aircraft is even more necessary for an SST bec:luse range and the difference frequency. is an  offset of ~e ap- 
such an aircraft flying a t  2,000 knots has a two to lhrce parent carrier frequency transmitted from the aircraft 
minute separation relative to another aircraft 100 miles " rclative to the aircraft carrier frequency under static Wight 
away, in contrast to a ten minute separation of :tircr:lfts conditions. The ground station responds hi, the digital 
flying at 600 knots with the same displacement. Hence, signal tr:~nsn~itted from the :tircralt lo supply the com- 
with SS7's there is a greater need for constant on board puter with :in input r~sed in one position finding technique, 
anti ccntrali~ccl wrveillance of adjacent aircraft to avoid 00 while simultaneously monitoring the carrier transmitted 
midair colli\ons and mishaps than with transoceanic sub- from the aircraft 10 provide a measure of the difFerence 
sonic aircraft. between the boundary value of the selected range and the 

In accordance with the present invention, the po\ition actual carrier. Phase coherence between the aircraft and 
of vehicle, such as a transoceanic SST, is determined by ground station is preserved without requiring a wide baad- 
a comptrter a t  a central grol~nd location. supplied t o  a width in the link hetween them by tracking the carrier 
central air traffic controller having responsibility fol- that G5 frequency and phase with a phase locked loop while 
and adjacent aircraft, and transmitted to a number of  ad- avoiding the problems associated with exact Doppler 
jacent vchicles in flight via a synchronous satellite posi- compensation. T o  prevent oscillation of the carrier fre- 
tioned to relay signals betwecn the vchicles and ground quency hctween two houndary va?'ues, as the Doppler $re-, 
htation. The pcwition indicating signals returning from qucncy shifts slightly about a boundary of a range value, 
the aircraft are variable phase side tones modulated on a 70 hysteresis is provided in the aircraft Doppler cornpensa- 
carrier generally having a frequency in the microwave tion circuit indicating frequency range. 
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Sevcl-;I! alic~ri;~te ;~ilrl/ur co~~~plcrncnt ;~ry  approitchcs tivc to the citrth, the cumputer a t  the ground station 
may hc r~~iIi,rcil [or tle:ermining the position of each air- c;ilculates wh:tt the range rate between the aircraft and 
cratt by ~i \ ing the side tone ranging techniques of the the satellite should be for every position on a line of posi- 
present invention. in accordance with one technique, tion dcfincd by the ailcraft distance from the center of 
described and claimed in the copending application of the earlh and the distance between the aircraft and satel- 
Laughlin et al., Ser. No. 701,679, entitled "Traffic Con- lite. The calculated range rate is compared with the meas- 
trol System and Method," filed on the same date ar,d hav- ured range rate for every point on  the line of position. 
ing the same assignee as the present application, a very Equality between the calculated and actual range rate 
low frequency receiver is provided on each aircraft, vaiues yields an  indication of the aircraft position. 
which receiver is responsive to very low frequency. omega A further feature of the present invention is that the 
emissions from a plurality of separated ground based power (both total and per channel) and RMS phase de- 
transmitters. In response to the very low frequency sig- viation of the signal transmitted from the satellite to the 
nals received on the aircraft, the carrier transmitted aircrafts remains copstant as the power from any of the 
thereby is modulated with data indicative of the aircraft gro~ind stations communica;ing with the aircraft changes 
position relative to the omega transmitters. The central 15 due, e.g., to a!mospheric conditions. Thereby, the signal 
slation responds to the modulation imposed on the air- from the satellite does not change in characteristics and 
craft carrier by the VLF signals received on  the aircraft appears to be derived from a single source. Prior art  at- 
t o  indicate ,the aircraft position. The general techniq~le tempts to  maintain power dcrived from a satellite con- 
utilized for [his sideband approach is described fully, ex- stant as a function of the number of stations transmitting 
cept for Doppler compensation, in the copending applica- 20 data to the satellite have no been completely successful 
tion of Lauphlin, Jr. et al.. commonly assigned with the because they have been unable to effectively control trans- 
present application filed on May 22, 1967, and bearing mitter power levels at  the ground stations. 
Ser. No. 641.43 1 .  According to the present invention, a true linear 

According to a second technique utilized for measuring transponder is attained by beating the signals received 
the position of ;in aircraft also described and claimed in 25 from the central and peripheral stations to be a fre- 
the Lattghlin et al. application filed on an even date with quency wherein one of the ground station frequencies 
the preient application, the intersection point of  three is a t  baseband on the satellite. The composition baseband 
spheres, defining lines of position or spherical loci about signal phase modulates a carrier transmitted from the 
predetermined fixed points, is calculated a t  a grountl satellite so that virt~lally all of the information is con- 
station in re\ponse to signals emitted from each aircraft. 30 tained in the first order sideband transmitted from the 
One of these spheres is defined as the distance of the air- satellite. Without beating to baseband, a true linear trans- 
craft from ithe center of the earth. as derived from the ponder is not attained because at  1.F. the phase moduIa- 
aircraft altimeter, the reading of which is transmitted as tion process is merely an  approximation. At baseband 
a digital signal to the ground station via the link includ- there is no approxinlation; instead the phase modulation 
ing the synchronous satellite. The radius of the second g j  process is completely accurate. 
sphere is defined :as the line of position, i.e. range, be- The RMS deviation of the phase modulation imposed 
tween the aircraft and synchronous satellite, determined on the transmitted from the satellite remains con- 
in response to the phase of side tone modulation imposed stant as a function of total ground station power by meas- 
on the microwave carrier transmitted between the satellite uring the baseband received from all of the ground 
and aircraft. The radius of the third sphere is defined as 40 on the satellite, since almost all of this base- 
a line of ~osi t ion around a very low frequency trans- band power is contained in frequency modulated sub- 
mitter. such as an omega transmitter, t o  which a very carriers, the RMs amplitude of which is not a function 
leu. frequericy receiver on the aircraft is responsive. of modulation, and these subcarriers remain present even 

The systen-i utiiizing a synchronous satellite as a fixed in the absence of modulation, a coarse adjustment of 
~ o ~ ~ t  requil-es One very low transmitter. ground station power controls RMS phase deviation. In 
and not a multiplicity of such transmitters as is employed response to the level of the composite baseband 

the technique Omega. Greater accuracy signal on the satellite, the RMS amplitude of the base- with the wcond sy5tem relative to omega may also exid band signal modulating the carrier transmitted from teR 
because the aircraft re\ponds to the VLF  transmi:tcr satellite is varied utilizing automatic gain control tech- closest. or at  the best geometrical location relative to the 
aircraft, wlicrcby greater VI.F signal-to-noise ratio5 or  ;'') 

niques. The total power reaching the satellite remains 

1.OI'intersection geometl-y is gcner;tlly attained than with constant by providing ;In A.G.C. network for the trans- 

a system re\pon\ii,e to 21 plur;ility of relatively distant mitters at  the central and peripheral ground stations. At 

V1.F tran\n~i!rer\. In addition. the satellite range can b:: the central station, the A.G.C. network responds to an in- 

dcterniincd more accurately K.F. techniqLles th;,n dication of the A.G.C. signal derived on the satellite for 

through V~~ measurement, decrca\ing one di- 5. i  phase modulation control, while power transmitted from 

menhion of aircraft po5ition error. each peripheral station is controlled by comparing the 

In accordance wi th  the embodiment of the invention carrier power level from the central station and the local 

claimed h e r e i n .  the requi rement  for a ground based VLF station. The indication of central station carrier power 
tran5iriltcr i i  completely obviated by calculat ing level is derived at  the peripheral stations by monitoring 

vector  of [he ai rc ra f t  re la t ive  to a synchronolls 60 the signal transmitted from the satellite to the aircrafts. 
sateliite. In particular, thr: aircraft to satellite range rate. It is, accordingly, an object of the present invention 
i.e. ve!ocit!i vector, is derived from a coarse Doppler to provide new and improved systems and methods for 
measiiremenr, made by the aircraft Doppler compensator, determining [he FJsition of a lnoving object. 
which rneac,urement is transn~ittcd back to thc central st:l- Anothcr object of thc present invention is to provide 

vi:L a ti;,,ital l i n k .  ~h~ exact  a i r c r a f t  c a r r i e r  is deter. ci.5 a "stem for and ntcthod of c:~lculnting the position of 
mi net^ a (  ,he ,t;llion in rc5p05\c to t f i g i t ; l l  an  object in response to rnc~tsurentents representing the 

;ind m e ~ l ~ u r c m c n t  of the a i r c l - a f t  c; lrr icr  f rc-  di4tance of the objcct between prcdetcrmined p i n t s  on 
quenc) rciaLi\e i ( r  a standard at tile ccn!r;~l \t;~tic,n. I n  ear thandin  0lltcrsP;lcc. 
adiiiti,)n, iniiiiation\ o f  the ;tircr:ift velocity vector rel;i- A furthcr ohject o f  the prcwnt invcntion is to provitle 
t i v c  to the c;,rl]l, tlcr.ivcd f lom ;Iccelerometers on t l lc  71) "\tern ant1 ntcthod for  cn:thling the po5ition of itn air- 
aircr:iSr, anil ,lie r:ingc lletwccn the ;lircraft and the syn- craft to be determined without a relatively complex com- 
chronoiis s;itellitc, as dcrived from side tone techniqtic\ p~tter being incltlded on the aircraft. 
imposed on n microwave carr-ier, are transmitted fro111 Another object of the present invention is to provide 
the aircr:~ft to t1:c grountl 5t:ltion via thc synchro~oti\  a new and improved system for enabling a plurality of 
satcllitc, in  rc$pon\e to the aircri~ft velocity vector rcl:~- 75 relatively adjacent aircrafts flying ti-ansoceanic flights t o  
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be apprised of the position of each other and to h:tve aircrafts 11--13 is not operating at the secondary center 
their relative position monitored at  a central location. although it may be available as a backup. 

It is another object of the present invention to  pro- Two-way line of sight microwave transmission between 
vide a new and improved system and method for  com- ground stations 15 and 17 and synchronous satellite 14 i s  
municating between a ground station and a moving ve- on a carrier frequency of approximately 5 gHz., while 
hicle while providing, on the vehicle, Doppler corn- transmission between satellite 1 4  and each of aircrafts 11- 
pensation for  the speed thereof. 13 is on a carrier in the aircraft allocation band of ap- 

The above and still further objects, features :~nd proximtely 1.5 &Hz. Thereby, data are relayed between 
advantages of the present invention will become apparent ground station 15 and 17 to  aircrafts 11-13 via synchro- 
upon consideration of the following detailed description nous satellite 14  by frequency conversion from tile C-band 
of  several specific embodiments thereof, especially when range to the L-band range. Ground stations 15 and 17 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, are also repsonsive to the L-band signal transmitted from 
wherein: satellite 1 4  whereby they can monitor the relative p w s r  

F IGURE 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the as received on the satellite from all ground stations. 
principles of the present invention according t o  one 15 According to one embodiment of the present invention, 
embodiment; the positions of aircrafts 11-13 are ascertained in response 

F IGURE 2 is a chart of the transmitting sequence and to VLF signals transmitted from omega stations 19-21 
frequencies of the presently operational portion of the located a t  relatively widely separated points on the land 
omega system; mass illustrated by FIGURE 1. Omega transmitters 19-21 

FIGURE 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating the 20 are very high power, VLF sources of electromagnet": 
principles of the present invention in accordance with a energy, as described in detail in a pnblica8im entitled 
second embodiment, wherein VLF and R.F. side tones "Omega, A World-Wide Navigational System," published 
are employed; for the Omega llnpleinentation Committee by Pickard and 

FIGURE 4 is a schematic diagr;~m ill~lstr:1ting the Ilurns Electronics, 103 Fourth Ave. WaAthan, Mass. The 
principles of the present invention in accordance with 25 very low freqllency hand between 10.2 and 13.6 k ~ ~ .  was 
another embodiment of the present invention wherein for trzlnsmission becallse complete global 
velocity vector of the object being located is employed; coverage by signals in such a frequency range is attained 

F IGURE 5 is a diagram of the spectrum tranbmittcd by employing only eight transmitting staiio!ns, ezich aadiat- 
from a central station and a peripheral station lo  the i n g  ten kilowatts of =his frequency 
aircrafts; 30 band ex hi hi!^ excellcnt propagation characteristics, allow- 

FIGURE 6 is a diagram of the spectrum transmitted ing maximum coverage by each station, and has good 
from one of the aircrafts to the central station; phas- stability, enabling sufficiently accurate measure- 

FIGURE 7 is a block diagram of the apparatus s t  the "lent, to derive positions of VLF receivers go the 
central station; omega transmitters. The  three omega stations 19-21 il- 

F IGURE 8 is a circuit diagram of the transponder 35 lustrated on the land mass of FIGURE 1, as well as a 
apparatus on the satellite; fourth omega station, located in the Hawaiian Islands, ew- 

FIGURE 9 is a block diagram of the apparatus on one  the msition of an  object receiving the VkF waves 
of the aircrafts; in the ~ o r t h  Atlantic region illustrate8 to be accurately 

F IGURE 10 is a block diagram of  the apparatus at a 40 ascertained ~itilizing hyperbolic, isophase Iines of position 
peripheral station; and relative to the omega transmitters. 

F IGURE 11  is a circuit diagram of the Doppler corrcc- The four mentioned omega transmissio~m sites generate 
tion network utilized in the apparatus of FIGURE 9. coherent VL.F signals of 10.2, 11.33 and 13.6 kHz, En 

The following detailed description is made assuming a sequence in a maner indicated by the signal formal chart of 
system having one central control station and one other F IGURE 2. Sidebands of 11.3, 45.3 and 226 Hz. are rc- 
ground station. In addition, it is assumed that only three 4'i spectively s ~ j ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ o ~ ~ d  on the 10.2, 11.33 and 13,,6 mz. 
aircrafts are being monitored by a single synchronous signals, whereby the location of a receiver cari be dctcr.- 
satellite located midway between the European and North n>inctl uniqllely within an area having sides of ap- 
American land masre.; over the Atlantic Ocean. Also, i t  is proximately 7,000 miles, A complete seqkience of eJmep 
a5sumed that only three V1.F omcg:l tranqmitters in the transmission restllting in full glob;~l coverage attained by 
North Atlantic region :ire provided. It i\ to be undcrstootl. "' eight omega transmitters r e q ~ ~ i r e s  ten seconds, E ~ ~ - ,  se- 
however, that in an op2rational System 21s m:lny a.; nine quence includes eight segments, each having a duration on 
secondary ground stations may be employed and that \i- the order of one second. with separations bctween adjacent 
multaneous comm~~nicat ion  with two hundred ;iircr;lfts transmission of 0.2 second. Because of  the tnniq~ae fee- 
is accomplished with one synchronous satellite while wol'ld- 55 quency and time re];ltionship existing dlrring each ten- 
b ide  coverage i5 attained with at  least three synchronous second omega tronsnlission format, identification of which 
satellites suitably located over different segments of the station is transmitting a particular frequency is 
global area. Alio, in an operation;ll, worldwide system, ascertained. as described in the previoirsly mentioned 
eight VLF omega tranvnitters are included. omega publication. 

Reference is now made to F IGURE 1 of the drawing?. 60 Calculation of the position of an object utilizing omega 
wherein there are illustrated three aircrafts 11-13 in trans- techniques is made by comparing the relative pllase of sig- 
m a n i c  flights between the North American and European nals having the same frequency received on an object being 
land masses. Synchronous satellite 14  is positioned at  a tracked from a pair of transmitters. T o  provide a specific 
relatively stationary point above the equator in central illustration, consider that aircraft I t  receives a 
Atlantic Ocean, a sub\atellite point, at an altitude of aP- (;r, signal from station 21 with a phase of 4.5" relative to a 
proximatcly 23.000 miles, whereby it has a rotational l0.L kHz. reference phase during the first 0.9 second of an 
velocity equal to the rotational velocity of the earth. 1.0- omega transmi\sion format. During a second transmission 
cated on the North American land mass is :I primary con- period, extending from 1.1 to  2.1 seconds after the begin- 
trol station 15 including microwave trz~nsmitler and re- ning of the omegic transmission format being considered, 
cciver 16. On the 1~1ropc;ln I:ind ni;r\s is a second o r  ;o aircraft 12 receives the 10.2 kHz. \ignaE dcrived from \la- 
peripheral stiltion 17 inclt~ding microw:ive tran\mitrcr :~ntl  tion 19 with ;I phiisc of -30" relative to [he 10.2 kHz. 
rcccivcr 18. Scconda!'~ conll-ol st;ition 17 is slrbst:rnti;~lly rel'crcncc. In re5pon\e to the 75" ph;rse difference betwe@n 
the same ;I.; prirn:uy conlrol sl;rlion 15, except for powcr thc signktl\ receivctl from stations 19 and 21, an isoph:ise 
nionitoring :~nd control ft~nclions :~nd app:~r:~tus :I[ the line, definctf hy thc locus of points of a hyperbola with 
primary st:ltion utilized fo r  detcrrnining the pofition o f  75 foci ;it slations 19 ant1 21, is derived. D~rrIng a 1.1 seconds 
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time interval extending from 2.3 to  3.4 seconds after the radius determined by the distance of aircraft 12 fronn 
iniiiaticrn of  the omega format being considered, the 10.2 satellite 14 and the aircraft altitude. 
kHz. wave fr-om the Hawaiian 1sl;inds omega transmission The distance of aircraft 12 from omega transmitter 20, 
bite i \ reccivctl on aircraft 12 with a phase of - 145" rcl:~- along the surf:icc of sphere 25, is determined with VLF 
live to ! t~c  refer-cncc 10.2 k l l ~ .  p h : ~ ~ .  In rcspon\c to t l~c  i5oph:isc techniques somewh:it similar to those employed 
115'. plr;t\i: t1ill.cr-cncc helwccn the ti:iw:~ii;tn I\lunds ,ign;~l :' in onicga. '1 tic present lcchniq~rc differs from omeg;a, 
;kntl !lie \ign;tl I'j-on:! station 19, :I secorid i5oph;ise line dc- howcvcr, since the ps i l ion of ;iircr:~ft 12 rc1;itive ?o VLF 
scribes eke position of a i r c~a f l  12. The i n t ~ r s c ~ t o i n  of the transmitter 20 is defined as :I sphere, rather than as a 
two ihophase line, provides an inciication of  the posi~iorl hyperboloid. The locus of points is defined as a sphere be- 
of aircraft $2. l o  cause the isop1i:tse lines originate from a single VLF site 

Hecause the relative phase of  the V1.F transmiahion\ and is determined by comparing the phase of the VLF 
fro111 on1eg;t stiifionl: 19-21 is repetitive ;is a function of  i l  signal with a reference phase of the same frequency. 
distance fl-urn the station, it is necessary 10 utilize more The phase of isophase line 25, on which aircraft 12 is 
than one VLF transmission frequency. By employing three located, is determined at central station 15 by modulating 
VLF omega transmission frequencies of 10.2, 11.33 ant1 15 I--band carrier transmitted from the aircraft with the 
13.6 kkiz.. the position of an object carrying an ornee;, V1.F signal received on  aircraft 12 and relaying the 
VLF receiver can be resolved to an  area having sic{es on modulated signal to central station 15 via synchronous 
the order of 75 miles. The tones of 11.3, 45.3 and 2-26 ~;ltellite 14. TO provide a reference phase for the VLF 
Hz. enable resoilltinn to regions having sides on the order siign~11s received on aircraft 12, central station 15 includes 
of 7,000 miles. 2t, a 10.2 kHz. source that modulates the C-band carrier 

In the present invention, VLF signals from the four fed to aircraft 12 via the R.F. link including satellite 14. 
mentiofled omega transmission sites are received on each The 10.2 kHz. reference phase received on aircraft 12 
of  aircrafts 11-13 lo modulate the different ~ - b ~ ~ d  car- is transmitted from the aircraft back to ground station 
riers transmitted from each aircraft to sync~ronous  satel- 15 via the synchronous satellite, together with modula- 

lite 114. Synchronous satellite 14 responds to the three L- 25 tion imposed by the 10.2 k ~ z .  VLF signal from omega 
band carriers transmitted thereto, beats the ti-;in~mitter 20, enabling sphere 25 to be determined at 
spectrums thereon to baseband relative to one of the the 
carriers, and phase modulates the baseband spectrum on a The radius of circle 26 is determined solely by utilizing 
C-band carrier transmitted to grollnd stations 15 and 17. R.F. side tone ranging techniques. A low frequency mod- 
Central ground station 15 responds to the omega nlodll];,- 30 "lation side tone spectrLim with frequencies on the same 
lion sFcri-um, on c-bi tnd carrier to derive infornl:l- order of m;~gnitude as the omega transmission frequencies, 
tion indic;itive of the three a i r c r a f t s  11-13, nlodulates the C-band carrier transmitted from central 
Ground $ 5  includes :I V[.F receiver to station 15 t o  aircraft 12 via satellite 14. The side tones are 
cletecle. on,eEa s ign i i l s  modulateel on [he nlicrownve siF- rweive~'I on aircraft 12 and retransmitted back to central 
naj received !hereby to be sepilrLlted according to :;,j station 15, where they :ire compared with reference phase 
atation froni which the VLF energy was transmitted. in  signals of the same frequency. In response to the phase 
response lo *he VLF and K.F. received sta- difference between the received side tones at  central sta- 
tion 15, the ,positiol~s of :lircrafts 11-13 :!re determined at  tion 15 and reference phase signals originating a t  the 
ceniraf 15, ~h~ positional informalion is derived central station, the distance between aircraft 12 and satel- 
as a digital thzit modulittes a subcarrier trans- 'to lite 14 is derived somewhat similarly to line of position 
mitted froin cen t ra l  15 to satellite 14 on c-band. 25. Since the distance between synchronous satelltie 14 
J~ addirion, this positional infornlation is supplied to a and ground station 15 is also measured by side tone rang- 
central air Irciffic controller who monitors all aircraft ing techniques, the distance between the subsatellite point 
status and locat ion ,  ne satellite transponder converts the and aircraft 12 can be ascertained to define circle 26. A 
subcarrier data to L-band that is transmitted to aircrafts -15 conlPuter at  the central responds the phase 
11-13. ~h~ subcarrier is demodulated on each of aircrafts indicating signals to solve three simultaneous equations 
11-13, whereby the relative posi t ion of each aircraft is representing the positions of lines 24-26 to determine the 
known on the other aircrafts. With a large aircraft popu- location of aircraft 12. 
lation only nearby aircraft location is relayed to a par- According to still a third embodiment of the invention., 
ticular aircraft. ,j,, the position of aircraft 12 can be determined at  central 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~ ~  to an  embodiment of the invention illus- station 15 by utilizing R.F. side tone techniques, together 
lrated by FIGURE 3, which may be utilized to augment with aircraft altimeter readings and aircraft velocity read- 
or replace the VLF omega position determining system, ings relative to  satellite 14 and the earth. ~ a n ~ e  rate o r  
single \JI.F source, such as t ransmi t te r  20, is utilized in velocity measurements of aircraft 12 relative to satellite 
conjuncrion with side tone, R.F. ranging techniques and 55 14 are made in response to Doppler frequency shift meas- 
alritude derived from aircrafts 11-13. discussjng urements made at  the central control station on the air- 
the of FIGURE 3, to simplify the presents- chaft carrier frequency, while the velocity measurements 
tion, consideration will be given only to locating the relative to earth are derived from accelerometers located 
tion of ai rc ra f t  12, with the that similar tech- on aircraft 12. The side tone technique utilized for  meas- 
n i q u e s  are for the positions of air- (;o uring range between the satellite 14 and aircraft 12 is  

chafts  111 and 13 and that data indicative of the location identical to that indicated supra with regard to FIGURE 

of ail t5e aircrafta are relayed back to the aircrafts 3. All of the signals are relayed to central station 15, 

ground \tation 15 and also supplied to the central con- where the position of aircraft 12 is computed, monitored 
by the air tniflic controller and transmitted back to the 

troller. The position of aircraft 12 i s  deterniined utilizin[: ;lircrafts in  flight. 
a tcchniquc wherein the po5ition of ;iircr:ift 12 is defincll ';" consider thz  gcometric.l, principles involved in de- 
by the inter\ection of sphere5 24 :ind 25 having radii rc- termining t ~ l c  loc:l,ion of 12  by ut i l iz ing velocity 
specively i.q;i:~l to: the didance hetwecn aircrzift 12 anil principles, i, lo F ; I< ;uK~;  of the draw- 
the cerrrer of the erirth, a tictcrminctl by the :~ircr.;~lt ings, Harically, the technique involves what 
:~llirnettr: the diz1:tncc of ;tircr;ift 12 fr-om on1cg:t tr :~n, - :,, t i lc  v ; l l ~ l e  o f  the I;lrlge r;,tc, j~!,, of aircraft 12 with 
mittci- 20. Sphc~cs  24 ; ~ n d  25 havc centers respectively co- I,, s;itellitc 14 \hoi~lcl be from the composite aircraft 
inciilent uith the center of the e:irth ant1 a t  VI.1; tr;inC.- ve loc i ty  vecfor, T, for  po,ition on ;, l ine  of position 
niiticr 28. I he air-craft position is the intersection poilit clcfincd hy a 5phere h:lving it.; ccnter at  the and 
of' sphei-c\ 24 ;~ntl 25 with line of position circle 26, h:iv- of  radius equal t o  the diit:incc between satellite 14 and 
ing i t 5  cenrcr coincidcnl with the \uhsa~cllitc point alltl ;r; aircraft 12. liach of thc calctrlatcd v;rlucs of range rate is 
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compared with the measured v;ilue of range rate, as de- ceiving cyuipment cont;~ined on each of air.ci.nfts 11-13. 
termined from 1)oppler measurements made on the earl-ier '1.0 achieve coherence hetween the cent121 station 15 and 
frequency transmitted from aircraft 12. That position on each of aircrafts 11-13, signals derived from the aircmft 
the line of  position wherein the calculated and measured must be phase locked with signals of reference phase at 
values of range rate are equal provides an indication of central station 15. Achieving phase lock between central 
the actual position of aircraft 12. station 15 and aircrafts 11-13 is a problem, however, since 

It can be shown that the velocity and positional data the 2,000 knot speed of the aircraft c a u i i  "ehe E-band 
mentioned can be utilized to evolve equations: carrier received and transmitted from the aircrafts to be 
~n I shifted in frequency by approximatelv 10.000 hertz. Be- 
l l t a l  10 cause of the kultiilicity of  aircraft bking tracked a t  any 

e G  e eos @-R,)Z-I-(IZ, cos 0 cos %)2+h'.sin 8 j2  time from central station 15, such a shift in carrier fre- 

( 1) quency of the signal transmitted from one aircraft cannot 
be tolerated. Otherwi\e, the bandwidth required to track 
and communicate with 200 aircraft would be 4.2 mNn 

15 greater than the bandwidth reauired to transmit voice and 
A". 

- - 

+(R, cos 0 sin %jL7,+(R, sin 8)\'.1 digital data between the aircraft and ground stations. 
According to an  aspect of the described system that (2 )  

is common to  each of the three position keeping tech- 
where: niques, the Doppler shift frequency transmitted from the 
R,=aircraft to satellite range measured with R.F. side 20 aircraft is compensated by limiting the carrier frequencji 

tones; Doppler shift transmitted f ~ o m  each aircraft to a relative- 
it,= aircraft to satellite velocity measured with R.F. ly small band of,  for example, k0.R kHz. If the Doppler 

Doppler shift frequency; shift exceeds zkO.8 kHz.. the carrier f req~~ency transmitted 
R,=sate]lite distance from center of  earth, derived from from the aircraft is shifted in discrete steps so that it re- 

satellite position; 25 mains within these hol~ndaries. A digital indication of the 
V,, V, and V, are aircraft velocities relative to the ten- number o f  steps is 11-ammitied f1'0111 aircraft 12 to sta- 

ter of earth measured with accelerometers; tion 15 by modulating a carrier with a low freqrrency 
Ra=aircraft distance from the center of earth measured binary signal, whercby the central station I S  appraised of 

with an  altimeter, i.e. R,=R,+ha; the range of the frequency shift imposed by Doppler on 
azimuth angle relative to fixed meridian on 30 the carrier transmitted from the aircraft. The actual value 

earth which the satellite is above; of the Doppler frequency within the given range is then 
~ = ~ i r c r a f t  elevation angle with respect to equator of determined at the central station by a measurement (PI 

earth; the carrier frequency in the given aircraft channel. 
R,=radius of earth; and Consideration is now given to the spectrums trans- 
ha=aircraft altimeter reading. 3.5 mitted from satellite 14 to aircrafts 11-13 and ground 

stations 15, 17 by referring to FIGURES 5 and 6. Con- 
Equations 1 and 2 are simultaneous equations having as sidering FIGURE 5, the composite spectrrirn i:.ansrnitted 
unknowns the azimuth @ and elevation 0 angles of air- from satellite 14 to aircrafts 11-13 in response to signals 
craft 12 relatives to  a spherical coordinate system having from ground stations 15 and 17, a single ca r~ ie r  Poi, at 
its center coincident with the center of the earth. 40 L-band has phase modulated thereon a baseband spec- 

In the system described herein all three position loca. trum, including seven continuous tones, a digital timing 
tion embodiments are described in a single unitary system, and control signal and three frequency modulated sub- 
whereby checks are provided for each of the position lo- carriers. The three subcarriers are displaced from each 
cation methods. In an actual system, any one or more of other 60 kHz., being located at  100 kHz., 160 kHz. and 
the position locating systems and methods may be ern- qy, 220 kHz. from the carrier, with each b'cing frequency 
ployed depending upon the relative advantages of each. modulated with a spectrum of 18 kHz. bandwidth. T h e  
The embodiment utilizing a plurality of  omega transmit- subcarriers at  100 ant1 160 kHz. respectively carry t l ig i t~ l  
ters for position determination has at the present time the and voice F M  nlodulation originating from central statioln 
disadvantage of  lacking worldwide coverage. In particul;tr, 15, while the subcarrier at 220 kHz. carries FM voiic 
the omega sy\tem has not now been completely imple- 50 data originating from ground station 17. The displa-e- 
mented, as only four of the eight \tations required for ment of the subcarrier frequencies is made on a pre- 
worldwide position determination have been established. assigned basis. whereby the carrier for the voice signal 
The embodiment of  FIGURE 3,  utilizing VLF and K.F. originating from ground station 17 is displaced by a fre- 
side tone ranging techniques, has the advantage of not quency of 220 kHz. from the carrier originating from 
requiring a complete array of omega transmitters. The 55 central station 15, which relationship is maintained by 
system of FIGURE 3, however. requires three VL-F station 17 monitoring satellite transmissions. 
transmitters for  worldwide coverage to  provide adequate Baseband data on the fol carrier. derived fl-om signals 
received signal strength at all points on the globe. At generated at central station 15. are divided into a plurality 
the present time, such VLF transmitters exist in the North of single audio frequency, coherent ranging side tones 
Atlantic and mid Pacific areas, but none has been in- (;IJ and a digital timing and control signal; the latter signal 
stalled in the Far East or  Indian Ocean region. The e m -  occupying a bandwidth of 500 hertz and being centered 
bodiment of FIGURE 4 has the distinct advantage of not on a subcarrier of 1.0 kHz. All of the single frequency, 
requiring any VLF, ground bared transmitters. The veloc- single-sideband tones in the baseband are utilized for the 
ity responsive system of FIGURE 4, however, is s ~ ~ b -  position finding method described in conjunction with 
ject to errors in calculation and resolution if the veloc- (;.j FlGURE 3.  In particular, tones at  3.4, 5.67 and 4.8 kHz. 
ity of  an aircraft being tracked is a t  right angles to the enable the position of aircraft I1 to he ascertained ratiliz- 
line of position defined by the distance between aircr;~ft ing phase comparison techniques. To increase resolution 
12 and satellite 14. Hence, a system utilizing ell tht-ee for the 1 I . F .  side tone range finding techniques, :i second 
techniques for determining thc position of an :~ircraft t!a\ lone is providcd for cach of the thrce tones, with the scc- 
the adv;lntage of conipensating for the dificulties of :tny ;o ond tones heing re\pectively tIi\pla<:ed f rom the 3.4, 5.67 
onc of  them. :~nd 6.8 kHz. lone\ hy 226, 46.3 :ind B 1.3 hertz. A 10.2 

While three separ;~te position locating systems ;ind tcch- kHz. tone providci a reference phirse on aircrafts 11-13 
niques are utilized virtually simultaneously in the prewnt at the same frequency as one of the VI.F frequcncics, 
invention, the three systems have in common the feature whereby the radius of sphere 25, FIGURE 3, cast bc ascer- 
of  phase coherence between central station 15 2nd trans- 75 t:rined. 
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*The ipeclriim tran'imitted fr(ln1 each o f  aircrafts 11-13 an input carrying digital timing and control signals modu- 
to satellite 114, illtistrated by the spectral diagram of Fl<i- lated on 1 kHz, subcarrier source 48. 
UliE 0. has a c;~rricr frequency j,,, ant1 a total bandwidth 'l'he timing and control signals modulated on sub- 
o f  7 kilz. piui two 1 kHz. guard bands a t  either end of carrier source 48 are derived in response to  the omega 
the spectrum. Carrier jo, h ; ~ s  modul:itcd the]-con a single- sequence, FlGUIiE 2, received at  central station 15 by 
sideband A M  voice spectrum a t  baseband, extending be- VI,F antenna 49 and coupled to omega receiver 91. 
twcen 350 and 3.000 hertz. Single-sideband ranging tones Omega receiver 51 supplies a signal to omega station 
are esiabli5hed at  the same relative frequencies in the identification network 52, of the type generally employed 
baseband transmitted from each aircraft as is transmitted in all omzga receivers, except for a 0.25 second delay 
thereto, namely at freq~tencies of 3.4, 3.626, 5.67, 5.716, lo in the input circuit thereof to compensate for the average 
6.8 anti 6.81 13 kHz. from j,),. In addition, a subcarrier a t  round trip transmission time between station 15 and the 
4.25 kHz. from fo, has modulated thereon digital data aircrafts via satellite 14. Omega station identification re- 
having a bandwidth of  k0 .25  kHz. The digital data are ceiver 52 derives four outputs, each respectively having 
indicative of  parameters measured on the aircraft; exam- a binary one level in response to a 10.2 kHz. signal being 
ples of the parameters are Doppler frequency compensa- 15 detected by receiver 51 from transmission of one of 
tion. aircraft aititude and accelerometer readings. omega transmitters 19-21, or  the transmitter located at  

The total actual bandwidth required for the spectrum the Nawaiian Islands. 
of FIGURE 6 is (on the order of 7 kHz. The bandwidth The four signals derived from omega station identifica- 
is extended to 9 kHz., by placing guard bands of 1 kHz. tion network 52 are supplied to O R  gate 53, the output 
on either side of the spectrum. The guard bands are re- 20 of which is fed to digital coder 54. Digital coder 54 in- 
quired to accommodate the r t0 .8  kHz. Doppler frequency cludes another input, to indicate the duration of alternate 
shift that can occur in the carrier foA due to the Doppler ten second omega formats. T o  this end, the output of 
compensation employed. If tbe compensation technique omega station identification network 52. indicating the 
of the present invention were not utilized, the guard bands presence of 10.2 kHz. transmission from omega trans- 
would extend 10 kHz. on either side of the spectrum. 25 mitter 19 at the beginning of each ten second format 

The spectriims derived from each of aircrafts 11-13 period, is coupled to the input of differentiating detect- 
have tlifferenl, preasiigned carrier frequencies relatively ing network 55. Thereby, at  the beginning of each omega 
displaced from each other, by 9 kHz. whereby a complete format cycle. network 55 derives a short duration pulse 
spectrum is I-eceivcd at  the ~dtellite from each aircraft that is coupled to the input of bistable multivibrator 
without overlap rclative to  other spectrums. The spec- 30 56. The output of nlultivibrator 56, a square wave hav- 
trums derived from aircrafts 11-13 are transmitted via ing a periodicity of 2 0  seconds, is coupled as the other 
L-hanil linits to s;itellite 14. where they are detected and input to coder 54. During alternate omega transmission 
modulated on a 5ingle C-band carrier, with the same frc- formats, the outputs of flip-flop 56 are binary zero and 
quency ieparation as exists in their transmission t o  the one voltages. The binary zeroes and ones derived from 
satellite from the aircrafts. The C-band carrier is trans- 35 flip-flop 56 and OR gate 53 are translaled in coder 
mitred from satellite 14 to ground stations 15 and 17. 54 to digital signals utilized for controlling, switches 
Ground station 15 responds to all of the C-band data re- on aircraft.; 11-13, as seen infra. The output of coder 
Iayed from the satellite, while station 17 responds only 10 54 is sequence of binary bits, rerponsive to the status 
selected C-band voice data from aircrafts in proximity of the signal.; derived from flip-flop 56 2nd O R  gate 53. 
thereto and monitors the L-band carrier and relative 4 0  The carrier frequency supplied to single-sideband 
power levels transmitted by the satellite for frequency and modulator 34 is derived from C-band frequency standard 
power control pul-poses. 61. The frequency received by the transponder on 

Corsideration is now given to the apparatus at  central satellite 14 must appear to be constant, whereby the out- 
station 15. satellite 14. and on one of the aircrafts 11-13 put of standard 61 cannot be supplied directly to modu- 
by referring to FiGURES 7-9, respectively. Central Sta- 3.5 lator 34 because the synchronous satellite is subject to 
tion 85, illustrated by FIGURE 7, derives the spectrum movement relative to the subsatellite point. The move- 
indicarcd by FIGURE 5, except for the F M  voice trans- ment of  satellite 14 with respect to the earth results in 
niii5io.n on the 220 kHz. suhcarrier, uhich is derived from a DooDler shift of the frequencies received there- 

~ -- - L  & 

pripherai station 17. by. 
Central station 15 includes C-band transmitter 31 that 30 C ~ m p e n ~ a t i o n  for the Doppler shift is attained in  

couple\ microwave energy through diplexer 32 to C-band the same manner at  each of the ground 
feed 33, which feeti is coupled to a high gain dish (not stations bv monitorinq the L-band carrier frequency 
3hown) .  C-b;inil iran~rnitter 31 i5 responsive to the spec- transmittej  from s;,tcfiite 14 to aircrafts 11-13. ~ h k  
trum indicated by FIGURE 5. except for the voice band ~ - b ~ ~ d  is  picked up at central station 15 by feed 
centered at 220 kHz., a \  derived from single-sideband 6.5 62 ,hat is to l--banct receiver 63. l-he j,, carrier 
modulator 34. Single-\ideband modulator 34 is supplied frequency del-ivetl from ~ - b ~ ~ d  receiver 63 is 
with the 5pec:runl hy the output of  summing amplifier 35, with frequency standard 61 in locked loop 64 that 
the input5 of which are responsive to summing amplifier conlprises synchronoils detector 65 responsive to the out- 
38 ancl i M  modulators 36 and 37. F M  modulator 36 in- p,lts of freqllency stnndard 61 and the slim frequency 
cludea, a 10i) ~ H L .  subcarrier source 39 for modulating 60 outpllt of mixcr  68, derived by beating the outpllts of 
digi::il \ipnals derived froin c(~inp~r ter  41, while modulator volt;,ge 66 and ~ - b ~ ~ d  receiver 63. 
37 in~l i idei  a 160 kHz. subcarrier sollrce 42 and is FeSpOn- Synchronou.; detector 65 derives a spectnlm including 
sive to ~ o i c e  signals derived from an operator speaking ;, D.C. voltage indicative of the frequency separation of 
inio ~i i i~rophone 43. Each of modu1:rtors 36 and 37 in- ,- the microwave signals applied thereto. The D.C. voltage 
ciude\ a b ~ i r , ~ l  pa\s filter for limiting the frequency excur- is passed t h r o ~ ~ g h  low pass filter 67, to the exclusion of 
sion derived thereby to 18 kHz. F M  modulator 37 has a the remainder of the spectrum generated by detector 65, 
rnoduiation index of  2, ther-eby requiring an 18 kHz. to control the frequency of voltage controlled oscillator 
bandwidth ~ i i h  n haseband spectrum up to 3 kHz. 66. 'l'he output of voltage controlled oscillator 66, in ad- 

Sirmining :iri~pliiier 38 feeds the remaintler of the ba3c- 70 dition to being heterodyned with the output of receiver 
bunt1 ipcclriiili of 1.IGUP.E 5 to amplifier 35. T o  this end, 63 in mixer 68. i \  frequency multiplied in multiplier 
t h ~  inputs of sun~ming amplifier 38 are responsive to  con- 70 to form a C:-band carrier supplied to single-sideband 
tinuoiis tones or 3.4, 3.626, 5.67, 5.716, 6.8 and 6.81 13 mod~rlator 34. The \ingle-deband modulated <:-band 
~ H L .  respccticely dcrivcd 1.1-or)) wurces 44, 44.1, 45, 45.1, carricr generaled by n~odulator 34 is coupled lo feed 
46 ; i i l ; i i  46.1. In ;~ddition, summing amplilicr 38 inclutlcs 7.'; 33 via transmilter 31. 
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The (':-band signal derived from transmitter 31 is re- of 1.54 gHz. by feeding the phase modulator output to 
layed to satellite 14. the transponder circuitry of which a plurality of cascaded mixers, shown for simplicity as 
is illustrated by FIGURE 8. Broadly, the satellite cir- mixer 93. Mixer 93 responds to a relatively high fre- 
cuitry beats the energy transmitted to it from stations quency output of synthesizer 83 to derive a single-side- 
15 and 17 to baseband for one of the C-band carriers, band L-band sum frequency signal. The signal derived 
and phase modulates an L-band carrier of 1.54 gHz. from mixer 93 is fed through power amplifier 94 lo di- 
with the baseband spectrum!;, while maintaining phase plexer 82 and transmitted from the satellite transponder 
coherence by deriving the transmitted carrier from the via antenna 81. The L-band signal is received a t  ground 
received carrier. The modulation components are p h a x  stations 15 and 17 to control single-sideband mod3latos 
modulated on the 1.54 ~ H L .  !>-hand carrier, with ;In 34 thereat; at  station 17 the L-band signal controls the 
KMS deviation of the one r;idian regardlms of the tot;ll C-h;md tr;insmitter. Control of the C-band transmitter of 
grountl st;ition power re:iching the satellite. 'I'hcreby, central station 15 is in response to a digital signal derived 
the composite I.-band signal tr;~n\mittcd from satellite on satellite 14 from the A.G.C. level applied lo amplifier 
14 has  the >;lnlc KMS d-vialion regardless of the number 92. T o  generate the digital indication the voltage from 
of ground station, in operation rnd appears to be clc- 15 A.G.C. network 92 is fed to analog to digital converter 
rived from a single source. 95, the output of which is modulated by nnixer 96 on a 

Phase coherence of the C-band and L-band signals 5 kHz. subcarrier derived from source 97. The subcarrier 
respectively received and transmitted from satellite 14 is phase modulated on a C-band carrier as seen in infra and 
via antenna 81 and diplexer 82 is attained by extract- transmitted to central ground station IS. 
ing the C-band carrier transmitted from the central 20 The power derived from central station 15 is controlled 
station 15 and utilizing the carrier to control frequency in response to the A.G.C. level at  the satellite by coupling 
synthesizer 83 at the satellite. The 5.1 gHz. carrier is the received C-band carrier through diplexer 32 to phase 
removed from the modulation by feeding, the C-band locked demodulator loop 102 via C-band receiver 101. 
spectrum, as illustrated by FIGURE 5, t o  synchronous The I.F., A.M. output of demodulator 102 is applied to 
datector 84 through preamplifier 85. Synchronous de- 25 digital decoder 103, that derives a variable amplitude 
tector 84 is connected in a phase locked loop with low signal which is coupled to an  A.G.C. input terminal of 
pass filter 86 which supplies a D.C. signal to voltage con- C-band transmitter 31. Thereby, the C-band power orig- 
trolled oscillator 87. Low pass filter 86 is designed to have inating a t  station 15 is maintained within predetermined 
a cut-off frequency of 500 hertz, whereby modulation bounds and does not have a tendency to increase uncon- 
on the 5.1 gHz. carrier, f,,, does not control the fre- 30 trollably if the total ground station power reaching satel- 
quency of o:cillator 87. The output of oscillator 87 is lite 14 should decrease. 
fed in parallel pathi back to synchronous detector 84 T o  maintain the relative power fed to satellite 14 from 
and to control frequencies derived from synthesizer 83. peripheral station 17 constant with respect to the power 

The output of synchronous detector 84 is fed through reaching the satellite from station 15 and thereby enable 
low p a s  filter 88. having a cut-off frequency to enable 35 the composite signal transmitted from the satellite to the 
the complete C-band spectrum derived from diplcxcr aircrafts to be apparently derived from a single source, 
82 to be derived. In the prexntly considered sy\tern, station 17 includes means to compare the relative power 
wherein a single central station and only one auxi1ial.y thereof and the central station reaching the satellite. T o  
station is included. the cut-off frequency of  filter 88 this end, peripheral station 17 includes Il-band antenna 
is on the order of 250 kHz., enabling the complete 40 feed 104, FIGURE 10, cascaded with L-band receiver 
spectrum of FIGURE 5 to be derived therefrom. Of 105. The signal generated by receiver 105 is coupled to 
course. for systems including several ground stations, the synchronous demodulator 106. the o u t p ~ t  of which in- 
band pass of the filter 88 is adjusted as required. eludes a pair of variable amplitude signals displaced by 

The baseband spectrum derived from low Pass filter 88 the frequencies of the signals transmitted from stations 
modulates a carrier frequency derived from synthesizer q j  15 and 17. The amplitudes of the signals from demodula- 
83 in phase modulator 89. Phase modulator 89 responds tor 106 are detected by spectrum analyzers 1107 and 108. 
to the spectrum derived from filter 88 via the path estab- driven in parallel by the output of demodulator 1106. The 
lished through low level amplifier 91, having A.G.C. net- variable amplitude outputs of analyzers 10'8 and 108 
work 92 connected thereto. A.G.C. network 92 responds respectively proportional to the relative arnpti:udes of 
to the RMS power in the spectrum derived from the 50 the voice signals from stations 15 and 17 as received ow 
output of amplifier 91 to set the amplifier gain at  a level satellite 14, are compared in coniparison network 109. 
to maintain the amplitude of  the input signal to phase The signal derived from comparison network 109 is ap- 
modulator 89 at a level wherein the phase modulation hiis plied as the input to an A.G.C. terminal of C-band trans- 
an RMS deviation of one radian regardless o f  the ground mitter 111, the otrprrt of which is coupled to feed 112. 
station power reaching the satellite. T O  this end, the 53 Thereby, as the amplitude of the voice signal from sta- 
A.G.C. network effectively adds the power in the several tion 17, reaching satellite 14, varier; relative to the am- 
spectrums. as illustrated by FIGURE 5, derived from plitude of voice signal from station 15, the power trans- 
amplifier 91. If, for example. only central station 15 were mitted from the peripheral station is changed, whereby 
transmitting data to satellite 14 at full power and the the amplitudes of the spectrums centered at  150 and 220 
power reaching the satellite from station 17 were reduced ti0 kHz., FIGURE 5, are maintained equal. Because of the 
because, e.g., of atmospheric conditions, the voice spec- demodulation-modulation process on sateiiite Ti4 which 
trum centered at  220 kHz. would be attenuated relative results in virtually all of the energy transmitted thereby 
to the power in the spectrum at 160 kHz. and the A.G.C. being in the first sideband, detection of the amplitudes 
output voltage would be less than when the voice spec- of the voice signals is attained with relatively simple 
trum centered at 220 kHz. is being received at  full power; (is band pass filter circuits in networks 107 and 108. 
in contrast, a relatively large A.G.C. signal is generated Control of the signal frequency transmiitled from an- 
when power from both ground stations is received at the tenna feed 112 is with virtually the same apparatus as i s  
satellite without attenuation. In response to the low and employed in the network of FIGURE 7. In particular, 
high amplitude output signals of  A.G.C. network 92 untlcr phase locked loop 113 feeds ;I C-band carrier to single- 
the assr~nied conditions, the pain of amplifier 91 is respvc- 70 sidehand modulator 114 having a frequency to compen- 
tively incrci~sed and tlecreased to :ichieve a one radi:ln sate for Iloppler frequency shift a$ the iateltite carrier 
IIMS phaw deviation from phase n1odul;itor 89. drrc to s:itcllitc movenient. The (:-band carrier is hcte- 

The phnsc modul:ited olltput signal of modulator 89 i.; rodyncd with a I X   HI. handwith 1:Mi voice signal 
shiflcd from the rcl:~tively low ciirrier frequency. ;ipplicd mod~rli~tetl on 220 kHz. st~bcarricr :courcc 116. 7-he voicc 
to thC motl~ll ;~tor hy  synthesizer 83, to :ui [,-hand c:ir~icr 7 6  signal is dcrivcd from micronhone 115 which fceds FM 
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modulator 117, responsive to source 116, and is cascaded divider 165, while mixers 403, 405, 406 and 407 are 
to single-sideband modulator 114. driven by oscillator 154 with frequencies of 1.9, 20, 320 

The k-band signal derived from satellite 14 is also and 1,280 mHz. via frequency multipliers 408, 409 and 
transmitted to each of aircrafts 11-13 with the baseband 410, respectively having multiplication factors of 19/200, 
spectral format indicated by FIGURE 5. The 1.54 gHz. 16 and 64. Thereby, the output frequency of mixer 407 
carrier transmitted from satellite 14 is received on each has a nominal L-band center frequency of 1.627 gHz., 
of aircrafts 11-13 by antenna 151, FIGURE 9, and fed which is variable between 1.626 and 1.628 gHz., depend- 
through diplexer 152 to L-band receiver 153. Broadly, ing upon the selected channel. 
the receiving equipment included on each of aircrafts Channel selector 165 is a frequency divider that de- 
11-13 phase demodulates the spectrum received thereby. 10 creases the frequency of oscillator 154 by a factor of 
The digital and voice data centered at 100, 160 and 220 9K/20,000, where K--553, 554 and 555 for aircrafts 
kHz. are demodulated; the ranging tones are extractcd 11, 12 and 13, respectively. In a practical system involv- 
and reiayed back .to central station 15. In addition, the ing 200 aircrafts K is every integer between 445 and 644 
timing and control signal on the 1.0 kHz. baseband sub- on a preassigned basis, 'whereby the output frequencies 
carrier is detected to control the transmission of adcli- 15 of dividers 165 for the different aircrafts are relatively 
tional range tones from the aircrafts to central station 15. displaced 9 kHz. The 9 kHz. displacement establishes the 
The transceiver on each of the aircrafts also determines 9 kHz. carrier separation transmitted from each of air- 
the Doppicr change on the L-band carrier received result- crafts 11-13 to prevent overlapping of spectrums as 
ing from movement of the aircraft to compensate for receved at  satellite 14. The 1.620 mHz. output of mixer 
Doppler frequency shifts. 20 407 is applied to L-band transmitter 181 which feeds 

The transmission of side tones from the aircrafts muit diplexer 152 and antenna 151. 
be in phase coherence relative to the received side tones. The details of Doppler correction network 168 are 
To  this end, L-band receiver 153 feeds the received pha\e described infra in conjunction with FIGURE 11. In es- 
modulated L-band carrier to a phase locked demodulator sence, network 168 includes circuitry responsive to a 
loop Including voltage controlled oscillator 154, slaved 25 signal generated internally thereof such that the fre- 
to the frequency and phase of the received L-band car- quency transmitted from the aircraft appears to the trans- 
rier. Voltage controlled oscillator 154, having a nominal ponder on satellite 14 to within 1t0.8 kHz. of the 'bound- 
frequerlcy on the order of 20 megahertz (mHz.), is con- aries of the preassigned aircraft carrier frequency, fOA, 

trolled by a phase locked frequency division network regardless of the aircraft velocity relative to the satellite. 
including cascaded mixers 155-158 and low pass loop 30 AS the Dopple shift imposed by the velocity of the air- 
filter 159. From mixer 158 is derived a phase demodu- craft on the carrier frequencies received and transmitted 
lated spectrum of the signal transmitted from satellite thereby exceeds the designated, predetermined carrier 
14, which spectrunl is a baseband replica of the spectrum frequency by in excess of k 0 . 8  kHz. the transmitted 
illustrated by FIGURE 5 and includes a D.C. component carrier is returned in discrete steps to a frequency almost 
indicative of the phase difference between the inputs to 35 exactly equal to the designated carrier frequency. 
the mixer. The D.C. signal is coupled as a control input Doppler correction network 168 measures the dif- 
to osciiiator 154 through loop filter 159, to the exclusion ference frequency between the outputs of oscillator 154 
of the remainder of the received spectrum, to establish and reference source 169. In response to the difference in 
phase coherence between voltage controlled oscillator frequency between oscillators 154 and 169, the outputs of 
X54 and the 1.54 gWz. signal coupled to receiver 153. 40 which may vary by as much as 2 1 4 0  Hz. because of the 

To provide the frequency reduction necessary to beat velocity of aircraft 12 relative to satellite 14, network 
the 1.54 gH[z. carrier to baseband, the output of voltage 168 derives a pair of outputs, coupled respectively to 
controlled oscillator 154 is applied directly to mixer 158; digital code generator 171 and mixer 402. 
while to mixers 155-157 the oscillator output is coupled Network 168 has an output indicating the range of 
through fre~quency multipliers 161-163, respectively hav- 43  frequency coupled to mixer 402 in steps of 1.6 kHz. Net- 
ing multiplication factors of 64, 8 and 4. The output o f  work 168 includes means for establishing hysteresis in 
each of mixers 155-158 includes only the lower sidc- the range indications, whereby step transitions occur at 
band spectrilrn of the two signals applied thereto. a higher frequency as Doppler variations increase and 

The non~inal 20 mWz. signal generated by oscillator at a lower frequency for decreasing Doppler variations. 
154 is applied to frequency divider 164 that derives 50 The hysteresis separations are on the order of 100 Hz. 
separate ou.tputs at 17 kHz. and at 4.25 kHz. In addition, for the increasing and decreasing variations. Hysteresis 
the output of o~cillator 154 is fed to up-frequency con- is established for the range indication because the dif- 
vertcr and modulator circuit 173 that derives a L-band ference in frequencies applied to network 168 may vary 
carrier modulated by single-sideband data generated at  slightly relative to each other about one of the range 
the aircraft. 65 values. Hysteresis prevents such slight variations from 

Circuit 1'73 comprises seven cascaded mixers 401-407, being coupled as inputs to digital code generator 171 
each responsive to a different multiple of the output of and mixer 402, whereby extremely large variations in 
oscillator 154 and all, except mixer 401, responsive t o  the output of mixer 402 do not occur in both directions 
the sum frequency derived from the preceding mixer-. in a short time interval. 
Mixer 401 responcls to the baseband spectrum, indicated 00 Each time a 1.6 kHz. Doppler frequency shift, either in 
by FIGURE 6, derived from summing amplifier 172 and the upward or downward direction, occurs a different sig- 
a 20 kHz. signal derived from divide by 1,000 frequency nal is coupled by correction network 168 to digital code 
divider 411. fed by oscillator 154. The spectrum derivcd generator 171. Digital code generator 171 responds to the 
from mixer 401, on a 20 kHz. carrier, is modulated wilh signal fed thereto by Doppler correction network 168 
a variable frequency wave generated by Doppler cor- 65 to derive a multi-bit binary word indicative of the net 
rection network 168 in mixer 402, the sum frequency number of discrete Doppler shifts sensed by correction net- 
output of which is applied to mixer 403. The outp~lt work 168. This Doppler compensation technique main- 
frequency of network 168 is variable in steps of 1.6 kH/.  tains coherence between transmitted and received carriers 
between 70.4 and 89.6 kHz., depending upon the veloci~y since no independent oscillator is coupled directly into 
of the aircraft. 70 the signal path. 

Upfrequency conversion and channel selection of tllc Consideration is now given to the apparatus utilized 
Doppler corrected carrier modulated by the spectrunt, for deriving the data signal derived from summing ampli- 
indiczited by FlCIJKE 6 itntl derived from mixer 402, is fier 172 indicated by the spectral diagram of FIGURE 6. 
via rnixcri 403-407. Mixer 404 is connected to oscillator The voice signal, occupying a baseband extending from 
154 v i , ~  l~rcsctt;ililc tr;tnsmit channel sclcctor freql~cncy 75 approximately 350 to 3,000 Hz., is derived from micro- 
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phone 182, connected t o  all input of s~imming aniplifier of the aircraft relative to the four 'VLF ti-ansn-iitters an2 
172 via band pa3s filter 183, havicg a cut-off frequency of satellite 14. The phase of the signal derived from band 
3 kHz. Digital signals indicative of the velocity of the pass filter 213 is considered as a reference phase relative 
aircraft in the three nlutualiy 01-thogonal coordinate di- to  the phase of the tones derived in response to the VLI-. 
rections. .i., !i and 4. as well as the aircraft altitude, 11,. transmission because all of the side tones are transmitted 
are derived from four separate, digital transduczrs 184- back to ground station 15. At the grou:nd station, ~ l r c  
187. The digital signals derived from transducers 184-187 phase of the received 10.2 kHz. tone res~:l!ing from R.F. 
and from digital code generator 171 are time division modulation is compared with the ioc:aily gcricrated 10.2 
multiplexed throw11 n l ~ ~ l t i ~ l e x i n g  switch 188 to an input kHz. signal and the difference enabies the aircraft Pine of 
of mixer 189, the other input of which is the 4.25 kHz.  position 25 to be determined. 
output from frequency divider 164. The cntire hand de- The remaining tones in the VLF spectrum received by 
rived from mixer 189, extending from 4 to 4.5 liH7.. is antenna 209, indicated by the format diagram of FIGURE 
fed to one input of summing aniplificr 172 via band p;iss 2, are fcd through band pass filter 213.1, Raving lower 
filter 192, having upper ;ind lower cut-off frequencies of and upper cut-off frequencies of 11 and I4  kHz., to an 
4 and 4.5 kHz., re\pectively. 15 input of s~lmming amplifier 214, the otlier input of whic!~ 

Sitle tone ranging \ign;~ls arc applied to inputs of srlm- is responsive to the signal a t  armature 205 of switcI~ 206. 
mine anlplifier 172 via rclatively hiyh () hi~nd pi~ss filler.; The output of amplifier 214, a replica of the omega spec- 
193--195, haviny celiter f'rcquencie\ o f  3.4, 5.67 ; ~ n d  0.X trum, and therefore a spectrum extending between I0 and 
kHz., respcctivcly. ,I he sidc tone sign;~I\ are fed to filtcrs 14 kHz., is fed to one input of mixer 215. Mixer 2115 re- 
193-195 hy :I p;lrallel connection of the filter input, to 20 sponds 10 the speclrum sencrated by summing amplifier 
an o~.~tput  of electronic;~lly controlled switch 196. Swilch 214 and the 17 kl-lz. output of frequency divider 164 1:; 
196 is alternately responsive to  sidc tone signal, utili/ctl generate a dilfcrcncc frequency specir-ucn having corn- 
in conjunction with the r;tngirig teehrliclue involving orily Ponents Commensurate with the side tone i.;anginf coa;;- 
VI.F, omega signals and the me~hod  employing both Wnents fed to satellite 14 from central stallon 15. 1.. 
VLF and R.F. signal5. Si~riials required for side tone 25 particular, the 13.6, 11.33 and 10.2 kHz. components are 
ranging utilizing only X.F. techniques, as described in translated to frequencies of 3.4, 5.67 and 6.8 kHz., re- 
conju~iction with FTCURE 4, may be fed through switch spectively. Thereby, the same band pass filters 193-195 
195 during either interval. as  are utilized for passing the side tones derived froin 

The R.F. side tones in the band between three and seven band pass filter 197 can be employed for the side tones 
kHz., as indicated hy the \p?ctr:il diagram of FIGURE 5, 30 derived from summing amplifier 214 and the omega spec- 
are derived at  baseband from mixer 158 and fed throi~gh trum is decreased in freqrlency to reduce bandwidth re- 
band pass filter 197, having lower and upper cut-off fre- Wirements of the R.F. links between the aircraft and 
quencies of 3 and 7 kHz., respectively. The side t11ne ground station. 
ranging spectruni derived from filter 197 is, therefore, T o  dcLcct the digital and voice data in the spectrums 
continuously fed to terminal 198 of switch 196. Switch 35 cen:cred ;it 100, 160 and 220 kHz., FKI 1eceiver.s 216 
196 is responsive to the timing and control signal centerecl 217 are connected to be responsive to the baseband 
at 1 kHz.. as dei-ived froni mixer 158 and fed t h r o u ~ h  1.0 signal gencr:rlcd by mixer 158. FM receiver 217 is man- 
kHz. band p:lss filter 199, having cut-off frequencies o f  tlally tunable to be responsive to the voice signals cen- 
0.75 and 1.25 kHz., to A M  detector 200. The relatively tcl'cd a t  $60  and 220 kHz., as dei.l;ved from central s;a- 
low freqi~ency binary signal generated by detector 200 i, 40 tion.; 15 and 17, to feed speaker 219. Ther-eby, voice 
fed to digital decoder 202 which derives a hilevel si:.nal colllmunications between !lie aircrilft and the ai-ea f e  is 
to alternately connect armature 203 of switch 196 to con- rroxinlate arc ;ilt:~incd. 12M receiver 216, having 3 center 
tacts 204 and 198 every ten seconds. 'Thereby. the range frcqllency of 100 kHz.. derives an AM signal in rcspc>i.ise 
tones at the output of hand pass filter 197. derived from 10 ilipilal data transmitted from ground, central station 
the K.F. carrier, are fed to summing amplifier 172 dur- 45 15. The digital sign:~ls feed to  digital decoder 228.  the  
ing alternate ten second periods. During the other ten ollfp~lt  of  which is fed to a suitable display 0:. indicatop 
second periods. when armature 203 engage5 contact 201, 222. The digital dccoder 221 is a random access a<-".. 
a spectrum is applied t o  hand pass filters 193-195 indica- tlressable channel common to all coopcra;ing ai!crafi. 
tive of VLF omeg;t ranging tones. Each ;!it-craft has a unique address. with setectiops 0: 

Dluring the first five second5 of every ten second periocl. 50 the addrcsz being m;~dc at central station 15 i n  :iccoi-dar?cr 
digita! decoder 202 re3ponds to the o ~ t p u t  of detector 200 with the relative positions of the seve:.nl aircrafts. There- 
to connect armature or contact 205 of switch 206 to con- by. each aircraft is apprised of information only o f  pro+ 
tact 207; during the remaining five seconds of each tell n:;!te aircrafts and not of remote aircrafts. 
second interval, the decoder activ;ites armature 205 to The L-hand spectl.ums transmitted fi-om each aircraft 
engage contact 208. Therebv. the four  10.2 kHz. V1.F 55 :Iue transmitted to grorlnd .;tations 15 and 17 via the trans- 
signals derived from VLF transmitters 11-13 and the ponder (F:TGURF 8 )  o f  s:ltcllite 14, which bents then? to 
Hawaiian Is!an~ls V1.F' tr-:in\mittpr. as received on thp ;lir- h;i\eh:lnd from ;in I.-h:lnll refel-encc. e.g. 1.620 g ~ z , .  thc3 
craft, are coupled to terminal 207 (if switch 206 d ~ l r i n ~  ph:~se n io t l~~l ;~tes  thc basebanif spcctrl~nl onto a slibcar.- 
the first five seconds of every ten secontl period. 1-0 feet1 ~.ier :inti tr;lnsi;~tec i t  $ 1 ~  to :, c-hnntf  car , - i c r  of 4.3 g ~ f z .  
the VLF omega signals to jwitches I96 and 206. each ; ~ i r -  00 'To this end, the I.-h;lntf freqllcnciec: ~ l - a n s m i ~ t e i ~  from t h e  
craft includes VI-F receiving antcnnii 209, the oulp~it  o f  ;lil.cr.:lftr ; l l c  leccivc.t l  I , ~  :Inlcnna 81 on 5;aiet l i ie  a;ld 
which is coupled to VI,F receiver 21 1 that f w d \  high O fctl tlrrollnh t I i p l c v c r  82 lo  :I plklralily of  c.lscadetl mixers, 
band pa.;? filter 212, having a center freq~lcncy of  10.2 i l l l l \ t r : l + c t [  on I:I(;(JK[' 8 ;lr I l l ixe r  231. \.,ia 
kHz. During the remaining five 3cconds o f  each ten we- 2.72. h: o t l l p l l !  mi ,c r  231 i s  :, spectriinl basehaniC 
ond pcriod, the K.F. ranging tone at 10.2 kH7. is extractetl (is for si,,n;ll , I-:ln\miltcd f l o m  One of 11-13 

the s ~ c t r L l m  derived from w'iy of a p;li l-  \ p t . i t l - l l m s  hZlving displaced from 
connection between high () hand pas, filter 213, h:ivin: a 
center frequency of 10.2 kH7.. and cont:~cts 205. 208. h:~wh:intl hy :lmoLlrtt\ equal to the di\placemenr in the car- 

~ h ~ ~ ~ b ~ ,  tile signal derived fronl arnlature 205 of swi tc l ,  rier freqlrcn~ie.: tr-ansniitted from the rem:~inin; aircrafts, 

206 is a (,f five seq,len!ially derived 10.2 L H ~ ,  tones "5 drtcrniincd hy ch;innel <electors 165 included thereon. 
during each ten second interval defining :\ctiv;l[ion o f  Beittin: the \pcctrklni derived from pi-eamplificr 232 

switch 196, which ten second interval is coincident \vith h:ick essctiiii+lly to haschant1 is ;~chievctf 'r,y \upplying ari 

the omega format indicated by FIGUlI1: 2. 'llic 1.-hand rcfcrcnce d~l-ivetl from frequency synthc~~izer 83 
five sequentially derived signals at  the outprii of swiich ;is :I secontl i n p ~ ~ t  to  mixer 231 and feeding the mixer 
206 are of varying phase, depending upon the posilion i;i o ~ ~ t p u t  through low pass filtcr 233, having a cut-08 
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frequency adequate t o  pass the mixer lower sideband 'controlled oscillator 245 of loop 244 to  demodulate the  
spectrum. different subcarriers associated with the different aircrafts. 

T h e  outputs of low pass filter 233 and mixer 96, dis- T h e  nominal frequency of the voltage controlled oscilla- 
ciised supra, are phase modulated with a reference fre- to r  of each of phase locked loops 244, 247 and 248 is 
quency f rom synthesizer 83 in  modulator  234. Phase displaced in  frequency by 9 kHz. to  separate the three 
n ~ o d u l a t o r  2 3 1  is designed s o  that a n  r.m.s. phase deviation spectrums a n d  beat them to baseband. F r o m  the baseband 
of  1 radian is imposed by the ntodulation spectrum de- signal derived f rom loops 244, 247 and 248 are derived 
rived f rom low pass filter 233 o n  the carrier generated signals indicative of the spectrums transmitted from each 
by synrhesizer 83. T h e  need for  a n  A.G.C. network f o r  of aircrafts 11-13. Because the circuitry for  all of the 
the input to  phase modulator 234 docs not generally infor-mation extracting networks is the same, a descrip- 
exist becziir.;e thc number of ailcr.afts transniitling signal\ tion of the network responsive to loop 244 is given to the 
to  the satellite is :.o I:trgc t i i ;~t  f;~tling in the \i:r~:\l I'roril cxcl~rsionof thco thcr  plocessingnetworks. 
one  aiicr-;ift doc\ not have ;I rel;~tivcly I;~l-ge clTect on  the T h e  tlen~otlirl;trcd I>;~seh:~ntl sig11:11 cierivctl from ph;~se 
total signal powcr fctl to  the ph;~sc morl~rl:~tor. 'Thcr-ehy, lockctl loop 244, intlic:~tetl by thc spcctr;il diagram of 
mocluistor 234 c;in be dcsignccl to provi~lc I l ~ c  clchir-ctl 1 lr, I:I<;Ul<F:, 6 ,  i \  scpar;itccl into its constituent parts by low 
ri~tlian r.rn.5. p h : ~ i e  niotlul;ilion tlcvi:~lion. T h e  ph;~\i. p;rhs liltcr 251 ;ind I3;intl pass filters 252-255. I.ow p:rss 
modu1::ted c;>rrier derivcd from ntodul;~tor 234 is up- lilter 251 has a cut-oll' frequency of 3 kHz., to  tlcrive the 
frequency converted hy a ~Aurality of casc;ldcd mixer.,. voicc specti-urn and feed speaker 256 with aural  signals 
illir\ti-atcd a \  mixcl- 235, {he othcr. input of which is re- originating f rom microphone 182, F I G U R E  9, o n  the 
s p o n \ i ~ e  to an oiirpirt of synthesizer 83. T h e  sum fre- 20 aircraft. Each of band pass filters 252-254 is of  the 
qLiency outpilt of ir~iucr 235. a t  a carrier. flequcncy of 4.3 relatively high (1 type to pass a pair of tones modulated 
gWr., i \  fed to diplcxer 82 and antenna 81 via power o n  the carrier genesated a t  the aircraft a t  frequencies of 
amplifier 234. The C -h:tnd ,ignal ti:inslnitted from satel- 3.4, 3.676, 5.67, 5.716, b.8 and 6.81 13 kHz.: band pass 
lite I? ro giound stations 15 and 17 thereby comprises a filter 255 is designed to pass the digital data in the 4-4.5 
carrier at  3.3 g H r .  on  v~hich  is modulated a plurality of 25 kHz. spectrirm and ha3 corresponding upper and lower 
s p e c t r u m .  one heing derived from each of air-cr~ifts 11- cut-off frequencies. 
63. The <ubcarriers of differ.ent specti~rms are disp1:tceJ T h e  AM. sinusoid:~l output of filler 255 is converted to 
fi-om each other  by appioximately 9 kHz. t o  en:ible them a binary pulse wave train by amplitude detector 257, the 
to  be 5epar:itc.d at  central station 15. As in the L-band output  of *hich con1~:rises a plurnlity of  sequentially 
transmisiiorr, the power in the C-band sidebands varies 30 del-ived binary words representing: the al t i r~ide of the air- 
with the anlplitude of the input signal applied to thc craft, the velocity of the aircraft in the three coordinate 
phase modulator. T h e  total power transmitted in each directions relative to  earth, the Doppler correction range 
band remains relatively constant since the total power inserted by networks 168 and 171 o n  the aircraft trans- 
applied to modulators 8 9  and  234 is relatively const:~nt ceiver, timing signals and  poJsibly other  telemetry data. 
regardless of the ~nodula t ion  amplitude received a t  the 35 These digital signals are fed directly to a n  input of com- 
satellite. puter 41, together with the D.C. analog output  of low 

Coniicieration is now given to the apparatus a t  central pass filter 246, indicative of the freq~iency displacement 
station 15 for  separating the thi-ee spcctrums derived fr-onr of the carrier tr:insmitted f rom the aircraft relative to the 
aircrafts 81-13 and t o  the complcre system involved ill edge of the Doppler compens;~tion range. Computer  1 1  
proce\iing one of the spectrums, FlGlJRE 7. T h e  p h ; ~ ~  I 0  ~espontls  to the analog output  of filter 246 and converts 
mociiiiated C-hand s i y n ~ ~ l ,  reccivcd by antenna 33 a n ~ l  it to  :I digital voltage, whercby a total indication of the  
coilplcc! thioiigh diplexcr 32 to ( '-hand receiver 101.  Iloppler correction inserted by the aircraft is attained by 
is dernotlulated by phu\e locked loop 102 th:tt tlrrivcs ar! the computer by :idding the two Doppler correction signals 
output  c o m n ~ c n \ ~ r r a ~ e  with the specti-~rnt generated :I[ fed thcreto. In response to the da ta  fed thereto from filter 
each or  the aircraft\. 1-he output comprises a frequcnc) .IS 246 and detector 257, computer 41 is programmed t o  solve 
divi5ion mc1tipIex1:d ( F D M )  composite spectrum. with Equations 1 and 2, supra, after extracting satellite to  air- 
the spectruni of each aircraft having a different subcar- craft distance, as  determined f rom R.F. side tone ranging 
rier freyiien~cy. as  indicated supra. techniques. T h e  altitude indication derived from AM 

T h e  c o m p s i t e  spectrum output of demodulator 102 i \  detector 257 is also fed to and stored in computer  41 for  
fed in par-allel t o  phase locked demodulators 244, 247 SO determining aircraft position location in accordance with 
and  238. These phase locked demodulators are includeti the embodiments of F I G U R E S  3 and 4. 
because of the requirement for  phase coherence between Consideration is now given to  the apparatus for  ex- 
central station 15 and aircrafts 11-13 resulting fronl tracting the side tone distance indication da ta  f rom the 
data being represented a s  a variable frequency of the phases of the signals derived f rom band pass filters 252- 
aircrai: subcarrier. - - 

;J.) 251, a s  is required to tletermine aircraft position location 
Phase locked loop 244, for  example, includes syn- in accordance with each of the embodiments of F I G U R E S  

chronous detector 243. v o l t a ~ e  controlled oscillator 245. 1 ,  3 and 4. During alternate ten second V L F  omega 
and low pass filter circuit 246, connected and oper-atin: formats, indicated by FIGURE 2, the system determines 
In the kno.4.n manner. Synchronous detector 243 derive, range by responding first to  the VL.F signals and then 
an outpi:r including: ( 1 )  a D.C. signal representing thc 60 to the K.F. ranging tone signals. Therefore, outputs of 
phase difference between the signal from oscillator 245 filters 252-254 are  alternately fed to  different processors, 
and a prcdetermincd subcarrier, and ( 2 )  the demodi~l:itetl one  proceshor for  the VLF,  omega signals, the other  
signal of the predetermined subcarrier. T h e  D.C. 5ignai processor for the R.F. ranging tone signals. 
is paswti \ i ; i  10% pass filter circuit 246 to control thc TO these ends, multiplexing switch 258 includes three 
frequency of oscili;~tor 245. 'The \ignal from o\ciIl;itor. ( ; 2  input leads, one connected to  the output of cach of band 
245 is in liiin coupled to \ynchrono~ry detcctot. 243 pa\s filters 252-254, ;inti three ganged armatures259-261, 
wherein the demodulation is perfornted. Low pas5 filtct- the positions of which :ire determined by the level of  the 
cir-cuit 246 is tle\ignecl to  have 3 cut-off freq~rency of les*, hinary signiil derived f rom flip-flop 56. As is indicated 
than 1 kHz. \o  that none of the tlemtxlulatctl signal i,, supra, the outptlt o f  flip-flop 56 is a square wave having 
coupleti to oscill:~tor 245. 7 0  n pcrioil of 20 second\, with the leatling and trailing edges 

I'1i.i.c locked dcniotlulator.; 247 and 248, slrl>st:~nti;rlly of  the wave occurring in synchronism with the beginning 
thc ~ i n c  ;r \  t lcn~u~li i lator  244. are driven in pnr:~llel hy ; ~ n d  end of e x h  ten sccond omega f o ~ m a t .  In response to  
the ouipiit of tlcniotlulator 102. T h e  volt;lge controllc:l the binary lcvcl derived from flip-flop 56 being in a first 
oscillator\ of pha\c locket! loops 247 ant1 248 have f1.c- s t ; ~ t c ,  ktrnlatlircs 259-261 arc  connected to contz~cts 263- 
yucncich di\pl;i~,cri fi-om each other  and from the volt:rgc 76 265, respectively; the armatures cngage contacts 266-268 
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in response to the output of flip-flop being in the second 10.2 kHz. modulation on an R.F. carrier, enables !he 
state. Armatures 259-261 are activated to the first named phase of the 10.2 kHz. V1.F signal received on the aircrinft 
state while timing and control signals derived from coder to he extracted since both the reference and VLF 10.2 
54 indicate that the system is in the R.F. side tone ranging kHz. tones modulate the same carrier over the same R.F. 
mode; the switch is activated to its other condition with link. As indicated supra, coder 54 is activated in response 
the sysem in the VLF ranging mode. 5 to the output of OR gate 53 so that the 10.2 kHz. modviia- 

With armatures 259-261 engaging contacts 263-265, tion from source 47 is relayed thl-ough aircraft 12 dtirl-rg 
respectively, the baseband side tones derived from the the second half of alternate omega format\, at times when 
K.F. side tones arc applied to synchronous phase detectors the aircraft is so far removed from any omega source 
271-276. 'l'he variable phase, position indicating A.C. that sufficient signal level of a 10.2 kHz. omega signal is 
signirls applied to detectors 271-273 from band pxsb filters not attained. 
252-254 are compared in phase with signals of reference T o  extract the 10.2 kHz. phase reference data received 
phase a t  frequencies of 3.4, 5.67 and 6.8 kHz. from a t  station 15 from the 10.2 kHz. omega signals, the D.C. 
sources 44-46, which sources are utilized for  modulating output of phase detector 284 is sequentially coupled 
single-sideband modulator 34 to derive the R.F. ranging 15 through armature 293 of switchles 292 to Zontacts 294 
tones originally transmitted from the central station 15, and 295. T o  this end, the output of OR gate 53, a hinal-y 
indicated by FIGURE 5. The D.C. output voltages of one level only during the first four time slots of ezch 
synchronous detectors 271-273 are, therefore, functions omega format, is coupled as a control signal to switch 
of the distance between ground station 15 and the air- 292. During the first five seconds of each omega trans- 
craft selected by phase locked loop 244. The side tones 20 mission, armature 293 of switch 292 is energized in 
at  frequencies of 3.626, 5.716 and 6.8113 kHz. respec- response to the output of OR p i e  53 so that it engages 
tively coupled through band pass filters 252-254 are contact 294 and the phase of 10.2 kHz. VI,F signal re- 
phase compared in phase detectors 274-276 with ref- ceived on the aircraft is coupled into computer 41. Dur- 
erence phase signals, at  the identical frequencies, derived ing the remaining five seconds of each omega format, the 
from sources 44.1-46.1. The relative phases of the signals 25 armature of switch 292 is activated so tk'at it engages con- 
derived from detectors 274-276, together with the phase tact 295 and the 10.2 kHz side tone modulated on the car- 
indications generated by detectors 271-273, enable the rier transmitted from central station 15. as co~lpled back 
position of the tracked aircraft to be determined without to the central station from the aircraft, is fed to the 
ambiguity in a region having sides on the order of 7,000 computer. 
miles. The D.C. voltages derived from detectors 271-276 30 TO enable the isophase cha!acteristics d e r i ~ e d  froin 
are fed to computer 41, which converts them into digital phase detectors 282-287 in accordance wirh the oinega 
signals. stores the signals and utilizes them to solve cqua- location mode of the invention to be separated. com- 
tions for determining aircraft position in accordance with puter 41 is responsive to the o ~ ~ t p u t  of VI-F onlega 
the embodiments described in conjunction with FIG- receiver 51. Receiver 51 derives signals indicative of 
URES 3 and 4. 35 which omega transmitter is gcncrating a predetermined 

During the other ten second omega format, armatures frequency at a certain time in a manner described in 
259-261 respectively engage contacts 266-268 to enable the omega implementation document. The manner in 
omega, VLF phase differences to be detected for  location which computer 41 responds to the output of receiver- 51 
solving in accordance with FIGURE 3. In addition, the to  separate the variable phase indicating outpuis of 
phaie of the 10.2 kHz. side tone modulated on the R.F. 40 detectors 282-287 and compute the aircraft position Is 
carrier. as received by the aircraft, is derived so that known. 
aircraft position in accordance with the embodiment of Computer 41 is programmed to determine the posi- 
F IGURE 3 can be resolved. T o  convert the side tones tion of the aircraft in accordance with the embodiments 
moduiated on the carrier transmitted from the aircraft of FIGURES 3 and 4. Since computcr 41 is of the digital 
a t  frequencies of  3.4, 3.626, 5.67, 5.716, 6.8 and 6.8113 45 type, and does not function on a real time basis. the 
kHz. back to frequencies of 13.6, 13.374, 11.33, 11.28, calculations made thereby are in response ro signals oc- 
10.2 and 10.19 kHz., contacts 266-268 are connected to curring in different or overlapping time periods. For  ex- 
mixers 277-279. respectively. Each of mixers 277-279 ample, the computation for position location in accord- 
is driven in parallel by the output of  17 kHz. source 281 ance with the embodiment of FIGURE I ,  utilizing VLF~ 
to derive a pair of difference frequency single-sidehand 50 Omega isophase techniques, involves signals being received 
signals equal in frequency to the VLF omega frequencies, over a ten second period. Calcuialions baeed upon the 
The difference frequency outputs of mixers 277-279 are embodiment of FIGURE 3 invoive altitude of the aircraft 
applied to phase detectors 282-287, which compare the as  an input. which may be received simullaneously with 
phases of the 13.6, 13.373, 11.33, 11.28, 10.2 and 10.19 or at  a different time fl-om the phase modulated, p s i -  
kHz. signals derived from mixers 277-279 with reference 55 tion indicating signals required for the techniques of 
p h a e  signal\ of the same frequency derived from sources FIGURES 3 and 4. In the technique involving FIGURE 3, 
47, 47.1, 289, 289.1. 290 and 290.1, respectively. Thcrehy the six phase indicating signals from detectoi.~ 282-287, 
during every olher omega tl-ansmi\sion format, six sign;ils derived in response to transmia\,ion rcr:civeci on aircraft 
a le  derived from ph;,se detectors 282-287. Theac s i x  12 from transmitter 20, are combined with the altimeter. 
5i.:nal., are conierted to digital indications by complller 41 60 reading of the aircraft. generated by (Jctector 257, and 
uhi ih  re\ponds to them to :,\certain the aircraft to omega the aircraft position ~.elative to satellite 14. as indicated 
station line of position of FIGURE 3. by the phase indicating outputs of detcctoi-s 271-276. 

Consideration is now given to the apparatus for  estab- Computer 41 detern~ines the aircraft position in accord- 
lishinc spherical line o f  po\ition 25, FIGURE 3, ahout ance with the technique of FIGIJRE 3 by computing air 
omega station 20 derived in response to the phase of the (;5 craft range from satellite 14 in response to the phase 
\.'I-F signal received at aircraft 12 from station 20. 70 indications from detectors 271-276. The range rate. or 
determine the phase of the VI-F signal received at the velocity. of the aircraft relative to satellite 14 is deter- 
aircraft a i th  equipment located at  station 15. a refer- mined in response to  the Doppler Frequency shift im- 
ence phase of 10.2 kHz. is transmitted from the station posed by the aircraft on the carrier received and trans- 
to the aircraft and relayed back to the station. The refer- 70 mitted thereby derived at central station 15 in response 
ence phase received at  station 15 is compared t o  the refer- to the Outputs of !OW pass filter 216 and AM detector 
ence pha\e originating at  the station to indicate the phase 257. The velocities of the aircraft relative to the earth in 
tlisplaceii~cnt a 10.2 kHz. n~odulation tone suffers in trans- the three coordinate directions are determined from out- 
~niasion from the aircraft to the station. Knowing the puts of detector 257, as is the disi.ance of thc aircraft from 
phase displace~nent between the aircraft and station of the 75 the center of the earth. These velocity signals or velocity 
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signals derived h y  computer 41 in accordance with a kHz., leads 304 and 305 are respectively activated, whiic 
technique disclosed in the pseviouily mentioned copend- leads 306 and 307 are energized in response to deviations 
in: application S.N. 641.131 of Laughlin et al. are between 
~tiilized by computer 41 to correct for errors in the fre- 0.4 1.2 
qiiencies of the side tones. as derived from detectors 271- rt and '-c - kZZz 
276 and 282-287: such errors being due to Doppler fre- ' I I 7 7 

qi~ciicy shift. The computer internally corrects for the TO attain a 100 Hz. hysteresis effect about each of the 
~ ) ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~  frcqLleilcy shift by con7bining digi:al indications boundaries at  the O L I ~ ~ L I ~  of amplitude detector 302, the: 
of the signalh gene~.ated hy detectors 271-276 and 282- output of frequency discriminator 301 is f:d in parallel 
287 with the error calc~ilated thel-eby. to a bank of seven amplitude level detecting networks 

Coinyiitrr 41 ~.esponds to the signals appiicd thereto l o  311-317 (only four of which are shown) through absol- 
to pro; iclc three indications of the position of each air- lute value network 318. Each of networks 311-317 de- 
craft !:cing trached. The computer outp~rt  is fed to a h.ink rives a binary one output only when the input thereof 
of iniiii;~ioi\, :I\ a series of .;cq~~en'i:~l I-inary ~ ' u r d a ,  ;ind lies within a different, predetermined non-overlapping am- 
iiloiit~l:.tc\ 100 kHz .  suhcai-ricr source 39 applied to F'hl ,5 plitude range. The boundary values of the amplitude 
i~~odril;itur 36. Air traffic controller personnel moni:or ranges to which each of detcctors 311-317 is responsive 
the tIigii;il indic;ition\ and in rcsponse thereto i s u e  coni- are separated by 100/77 Hz. from a boundary value of 
ni;~ii(i\ to ihc ;~ircraft via a voice link through mirco- the adjacent detector. For example, the ranges of detec- 
phone 43 oi .  prefel-ably, via dipital signal? fed to com- tors 311. 312 and 313 for frequency separations between 
piirc: 31 v i ; l  input 300. The tlizital signal., are coupled sources 154 and 169 are respectively 0 to 0.35/77 kHz., 
1hro:i;h :he cornpurer to frcq~iency rnotl~rl:~te suhc;~i.l-ier 0.45/77 to 1.15/77 kHz., and 1.2.5/77 to 1.95/77 kHz. 
miirct: 39. T t l ~  po\ition;tl da:a resaltling each airclafl The outp~l t  of each of networks 311-317 is applied to 
derivctj faom coinputer 41 ant1 the digital signals on in- the set input of a corresponding flip-flop 321-327 (only 
piit 300 riioi1iil;;le the 100 k H / .  \~ihcarricr of source 39, four of which are illustrated). The reset inpots of each of 
~ihcie1.y each of the aircrafts 11-13 has 5ign;lls trans- 25 flip-flops 322-326 are derived from the outputs of the two 
nii[!cd 10 i t  inilic;!li\.e o f :  the po\ition thereof. the loca- amplitude detectors adjacent the detector feedine that 
tion of ci1hi.i- i~ ios in -qk  ;;irc~.:tfr\ and t!i$it:il conlm:tnii particular flip-flop set input through OR gates 332-336 
<:!:a o:i::in.!:ing iiith :he aiicraft control1e1-. (only two of which nre illustrated). In contrast. the reset 

Con~.idcrzition i.; now p i ~ e n  to FIGURE 11, a circtlit inpllts for  flip-flops 321 2nd 327 are respectively derived 
diagra131 o f  Doppler freqllency correction network 30 only in response to the outputs of amplitude detectors 312 
employeii on each of the aircrafts 11-13. a common fa- and 316. 
lur. for :ill of the pai t ion  locating embodiments disclosed In operation. each of flip-flops 321-327 is initially ac- 
herein. Basicali). the Doppler compensation circuit of tivated to the reset state. Flip-flop 321 is energized to the 
F IGURE 1 1  compares the output frequency of voltage set state as  the aircraft is warmed up on the ground in 
controlled oscillator 151 with a reference frequency of 20 35 response to the binary one output derived from network 
rnIiz. deri\ed frorn qource 169. In response to  the variable 311 that results from the zero level o u t p ~ t  of frequency 
frequent!; output differing from the reference f 1 e W e n c ~  discriminator 301. As the aircraft moves, the output volt- 
by predetermined levels. ~ a r i a b l e  frequency divider re- ages of discriminator 301 and network 318 increase in 
spon,iie to the voltage controlled oscillator output is amplitude until the maximum level of detector 3111 is ex- 
activated. while signals are fed to digital code generator 40 ceeded and a binary zero is applied to the set input of 
171. flip-flop 321. Flip-flop 321, however, remains activated to 

To thew ends. the frequencies derived from oscillators the set state and a binary one is still generated thereby on 
9 54 and $69 are supplied to frequency discriminator 301. outp~l t  lead 303 since the flip-flop reset input has not been 
the oi~tpiit of which is a D.C. voltage indicative of the activated. 
magni!~ide and polarity o f  the depclrture of the voltage Thereby, flip-flop 321 remains energized until the air- 
controlled oe~iliator output frequency from the frequency craft velocity results in an output voltage from discrim- 
c,f source 169. 'The D.C. output voltage of  discriminator inator 301 commensurate with a frequency deviation be- 
301 i \  \tipplied to amplitude detector 302, having 13 tween sources 154 and 169 equal to 0.45/77 kHz. At such 
different oiitpirt levels (only four of which are shown) to a velocity, a binary one output is derived from detector 
cover each of 13 different 50 312, causing flip-flops 321 and 322 to be respectively reset 

and set. Flip-flop 322 remains in the set status even if the 
400 frequency departure between sources 154 and 169 drops * 77 below 0.45/77 kHz.. as long as it does not reach 0.35/77 

kHz. Thereby, a hysteresis effect is achieved between the 
hertz i t e ! ~ ,  the factor 77 being introduced by the down - -  o,,tputs of flip-flops 321 and 322. In a similar manner, 
freq~iency con~cr.ion factors in the aircraft transceiver. "" hysteresis a re  attained between the set outputs of 
Tosether, the thirteen outp~it  le\'eI5 of detector 302 cover the  other flip-flops 323-327. 
rne >o\si-le The direction of the relative freqtrency change between 

.-t k l l z  ToLrrces 154 and 169 is determined with amplitude polarity 
+ -- - -- 60 detector 340. connected to be responsive to the output of 

l i  frequency discriminator 301. Detector 340 includes two 

d 2 ~ 1  t9o-i hetu-en the frequencies of oscillators 154 and 
I69 himpl~iude detector 302 is cons:ructed so that an out- 
piit \ derlied fiom lead 303 thereof when the frequen- 
Liei of isurceb 134 and 169 dcv~ate from each other by OS 
ies\ fh  n 

0.4 k l l :  
rt -- 

I 1  
;o 

For n-i:i.tiniirni rie\iations between the frequencies of 
\ O L I I ( . C ~  1.54 ;ind 169 of 

outputs, on each of which is respectively generated a posi- 
tive voltage in response to  positive or negative o u t p ~ ~ t  
voltages of frequency discriminator 301. The outputs of 
detector 340 are applied in parallel as  control inputs t o  
polar, electronic switches 342-347 (illustrated for  sirn- 
plicity as mechanical switches and only two of which are 
shown). Switches 342-317 respond to the control volt- 
ages of detector 340 to selectively feed the outputs of 
flip-flops 321-327 to one of two output leads. Thereby, 
if the output voltage of discriminator 301 is po\itive, leads 
304 and 305 are re\pectively connected with the o ~ ~ t p u ~ ' ,  
of flip-flops 327 ant1 322, while leads 305 and 307 are 
connected to the flip-Hop outputs in response to a nega- 
tive output vvltage fro111 dibcriminator 301. 
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The  outputs of amplitude comparator 302 are applied Accordingly. hy simplifying tcr-ms the following cqua:inn 
in parallel to  digital coder 171, FIGURE 9, and settable is derived: 
frequency divider 351 which selectively reduces the fre- 
quency of  source 154. Settable frequency divider 3511 is a 

( i i : )  counting chain wherein stages are inserted and removed - 
a t  will in response to of  the output leacj.: o f  " The CXpl'cq 
conipal-ator 302. The frequency division factor of colintcr 
351 on the output frequency of oscillator 154 is exprcs5ed ~ ~ : , ~ ~ z ( j  2"" C: ) ( 1 1 )  
a s  N / 1 2 , 5 ( K ) ,  wherein N is selectively any integer betwecn 
44 and 56. Thereby, the output frequency of divider 351 
is variable between 7 0 . 4  a n d  89.6 kHz. in setups of 1.600 

10 
iLr 1; J u & 2 - - -  -"'J,rs Hz., depending upon which one of the output lead9 of  K C' 

comparator 302 is energized. If the Doppler frequency 
jl%) 

shift resulting from the velocity of the aircraft is less than where: 

400 fs is the Doppler compensation on the aircraft, and 

2 T7- f D  is the tlncompensated Doppler on the satellite. 

hertz relative to source 169, resulting in a binary one on EqL'ation for  yi  
lead 303, N=50 and the output frequency of divider 351 
ic 80 kHz. As indicated supra. the hysteresis effect pre- *,, 
vents large shifts in the output frequency of divider 351 

9 l i  li 
if slight variations occur in the difference of the frequen- n=-il- =2,qi !G 
cies applied to  detector 301 relative to one of the bound- C+21?, C ( I : * )  

aries of comparator 302. Thereby. noise or slight aircraft The value of Doppler frequency, fa ,  seen n i  the snie1li:e 
velocity changes about a range boundary value do not 2s after Doppler compensation, is: 
result in repeated shifts in the frequency transmitted from 
the aircraft and coherence is more readily maintained. 

The manner by which the Doppler compensation afTects (14)  
the frequencies received at  the aircraft and transmitted Althoilgh Equation 13 indicates that D varies directly 
therefrom is derived from the following analytical ap- 30 with it,, in the Doppler compens:\tion technique described 
proach. If the satellite transmitter carrier frequency to the supra in connection with FIGlJlIES 9 and 11, D actual- 
aircraft is fTs, the carrier frequency received at the air- ly assumes a discrete vnlue for each of a pIui-aliry of pre- 
craft (IRA) varies with range rate ( R s )  as follows: determined ranges of k,. For this reason, f, is some 

finite value except at the mid-point of e;icii predetermined 
jRA=JT? (1 +-5) ::.i range il,, at which points f,=O. In the tii5cussion of 

\ W I  t . 1 ~  FIGURES 9 and I 1  a guard band of .i-1 kHz far each 
where C is the speed of light. The carrier frequency tlans- aircraft was assumed, thereby constraining J ,  in Equn- 
mitted by the aircraft (f~. , )  to  the satellite after D o P ~ l e r  tion 14 to the limits o f  -+I kt-Iz. With the value of j ,  
compensation of D is: being chosen as ?-I hWz., the ranzes of I:, are deter- 

31 - D 11-D I" mined. Each of these ranges requires a digerect discrete 
f T ,  =jIt4 (---) =j rs ('- K -) (1 + !-I) c 

( 4  value of D for f a  of Equation 1.1 to cytaa! 0 at the mid- 
point of that range. 

where : By utilizing the compensation technique described, a 
h l z t h e  factor of up-frequency multiplication of the 20 system involving communicatiorts to  200 nircrnft, each 

mHz. output of oscillator 154 to the input of transmitter 4 5  having a channel bandwidth of 7 kHz. and a guard band 
181; and of i l  kHz.. the total bandwidth for the guard bands Is 

K=the  factor of down-frequency division of the output 0 . 4  mHz. In contrast, if no  compensation of the type em- 
of receiver 103 to oscillator 153. ployed in the prcsent invention were utilized, a I>,~ndnioii? 

The frequency received a t  the satellite ( fRS)  - of 4 .2  mHz. wo111d be required for the 200 guaril b::ri$r. 

the aircraft is: Thereby a bandwidth saving in excess of 1.000% is L;- 

tained in a practical system employing 200 aircraft. 

/gtd=/r., ( I  +;:) While we have desclibed and illustrated sever:il specific 
( 5 )  embodiments of our invention, i t  will be clear that varia- 

Substituting Equation 4  into Equation 5 .  yields: tions in the details of the ernhociiments specifically iilus- 
5.5 trnted and described m:!y be made without departing from 

'11 - 1) 
fns ( - x-) (1 + $,')' the true spirit and scope of the invention as defined En 

( g )  the appended c1;iims. 
Equation 6 may be approximated with a binomial ex- We claim: 
pansion as: 1. A method of determining the position of a moving 

G o  object comprising tr-ansmitting an R.F. cai-ricr modulated 
31-0  

6 jTF (--K-) (1 i '2) 
( 7 )  

with a side tone spectrum from a predrtcrmioea point to 
the ohject via a synchronous \;~iellite relay station, receiv- 

Without Doppler compensation a t  the aircraft (i.e. D - 0  ing the carrier rclaycd from the s:itcllite on the ohject, 
in Equation 7 )  the carrier frequency received by the satel- determining from the phase of the tones in the spccirurn 
lite from the aircraft would be: ~reccived on the object relative l o  n rcfcrence tone the 

distance of the ohject from the satellite, rneast~ring the 
j1.5 1.1.. (:)(I -1 'lr) Doppler frcyr~ency shift on thc carrier received by the 

ohject to proviilc it dctcrminatioq of the veiociiy of ti-ie 

~ ~ ~ : , l l ~ ,  for  it:, 0, [he carrier f,.cqllcncy r e c c i v c t l  ;,, , l lc  - ol'ject rcl;ltivc to the ~:~tc l l i te ,  deterniininq on the object 

s:rtellilc fro111 the aircraft i.;: the vclocily vector o f  llle oi>icct r-c!;ilivc to  a predccer- 
r~iined point on earth, tlclel-nlinin,tr o n  i i i c  ol?ject the tEis- 

jlts - j i ~  0;:) t:rncc of the objcct from the cciltci (:,i' ~Eic e;arth, ;rnif 
( ! I )  cornhininx thc deter~rlinctl p:li-iin'ictcr-\ i t ,  indicate Liar ob- 

7'0 reccivc fits (the desired frcqllcncy) of Ilq~r;itic n 9 ject po4tion. 
on the s:itcllitc, in E q ~ ~ : ~ t i o n s  7 and 9 nlurt hc ccj~r;tl. 7: 2. The n~ethod oC claim I further including the step of 
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transmitting an R.F. carrier modttlaled with said spcc- coupling nieans inclutling means responsive to the meas- 
trurns, a5 rcceived on the object, ant1 data intlicative of ured shift frcq~tency for maintaining the second wave 
saiti tlclerminations from tlie olIjcct to ;I ccntlal st:rtion, tt.;~nsniittetl from the transceiver within a finite rxnge de- 
;:nd pcr Joriirini: \ ; l i t 1  ~lctctnrinalions ;it tlic central sl:~tion fined as a prctlelermincd Doppler shift frequency regard- 
in rc\ponic t o  lhc ipectr~tms rcccivctl Ilicreat . Iehs of tlte 1)opplcr d r i f t  l'requcncy. 

3. 'l iie rnctlitxl ciil clairn I fttrthcr inclutling tllc step of ' 10. A system for enabling the position of a moving 
tr;~ninr!iiinjr rin I<.!' .  carrier nlodulated with sirid spec- objcct to be determined comprising a station for trans- 
trum, ;i\ ieccivctl o n  the objcct, and data inclicativc of said mitting a first wave having side tones modulated thereon; 
defcrrnin;ition\ froni Ihe objcct to the point, and pcrforni- said object including means for deriving a first signal in- 
ing said dctcrmin;rtions at the point, ;ind performing s;~id dicative of the velocity of the object, and a transceiver 
determination\ :it the point in rcsponse to the spectrulbis having: nicans for receiving said first wave, means re- 
received thereat. sponsive to tlie received first wave for deriving a second 
4. The ineti?c!cl of  cl;tilii 3. ~ h e r c i n  said ohject is r nov -  wave having modulated thereon the side tones modulated 

ing to Doppler shirt the efi'cctive carrier frequency trans- on the received first wave and said first signal, the side 
rnitrcd froni the object, compensating on the object for  1.j tones of the second wave being phase coherent with side 
the Doppler shift by: comparing the received carrier fre- tones of the I-eccived first wave, and means for transmit- 
quency with a icference frequency, and shifting the trans- ' ting said second wave; said station further including: 
mitted carrier frequency by discrete steps in response to means for receiving the second wave, means responsive t o  
the received frequency differing from the reference frc- the side tones modulated on the received second wave fo r  
quency by predetermined steps so that the apparent fre- 20 deriving a second signal indicative of a line of position of 
quency of the transmitted carrier received a t  the first the object, means for  detecting the first signal modulated 
point always lies within a boundary equal to the frs- on the received second wave, and means for combining 
quency spread of one half of one of the steps. said second and detected signals. 

9. In a method of determining the position of a mov- 11. The system of claim 10 wherein: said object fur- 
ing object compiising the steps of transmitting from a 55 ther includes means for deriving another signal indicative 
station a wave having side tones enabling distance deter- o f  the d i s t~~nce  of the object from the center of the e,arth; 
mination.; to be made modulatecl thci.eon. receiving the s;liti cl.:,n\ccivcr inclutles means for  nl<d~llating said 
rnodulateil i+avc on the object, froni the phase of the  nothe her signal on the second wave; said station incllldes 
side tone5 in the ieccived wave determining a line of pohi- means for clelecting hilid another signal; and saitl conlbin- 
tion of the object relative to the \lation, rletcrniining tlie :!O ins Ille;lns is responsive to the detected another signal. 
velocity vector of the ol~ject, and comhiriing the line o f  12. 7:he syslcrn of claim 10 wherein the transceiver in- 
~ 5 i t i o n  and velocity vector tlctcrminations to cn;~blc tlie cltidcs means for tlcl.iving snid first in response to 
location iif the object to be determined. the Doppler shift irec~~iency of the first received wave. 

6. i n  a method of determining the position of a movir!!: 13. The system of claim 10 is further including inertial 
object comprising the steps of transmitting from a station 33 nleans on the object for deriving said first signal as an 
a wave having side tones enabling distance determinations indication of the velocity of the object relative to a point 
to be made modulated thereon, receiving the mod~tlatcd on earth. 
wave on the object, fl-om the phase of the side tones in 14. A system for enabling the position of a moving ob- 
the received wave determining a line of position of the ject to be determined comprising a station for transmitting 
object relative to the station, determining the velocity -I'l a first wave having side modulated thereon; said 
vectors of the object relative to points in space and on object including a transceiver having: means for receiving 
earth. and combining the line of position and both vc- said first wave, means responsive to the received first wave 
locity vector determinations to enable the location of the for deriving a second wave having modulated thereon the 
object to be determined. side tones modulated on the received first wave, the side 

7 .  A zystem for enabling the position a ob- 45 tones of the second wclve being phase coherent with the 
ject lo be determined comprising a station for  transmit- side tones of the I.eceivcd first wave, and means for trans- 
ring a first wave having side tones modulated thereon; mitting said second \vave: said station further including: said object including a transceiver having: means for  re- means for receiving the second wave, means responsive to . . cel;.lng said first Lvave, means responsive to the received the tones modulated on the received second wave for 
first wave for- deriving a second wave having modulated ;O deriving a first indicative of a line of position of the 
thereon the side tones modulated on the received first means for deriving second and *hird signals respec- 
wave, the side tones of the second wave being phase co- tively indicative of the velocities of the object relative t~ a 
herent with side tones of the received first wave, and in space and a on earth, and means for means for transmitting said second wave; said station fui-  bining said first, second and third signals. 
ther including: means for receiving the second wave, 5.j 15. The system of claim 14 wherein said station in- 
mean. for recsiving the second wave, means responsi~e cludes means for deriving another signal indicative of the 
to the side tones modulated on the received second wabe 
for deriving a signal indicative of a line of position of the 

distance of the object from the center of the earth, and 
said means for combining being responsive to said another 

object, nieans for deriving a signal indicative of the vc- signal. 
locity of the object, and means lor combining said signal\. (;I) 

8. 7he  system of claim 7 wherein said station inclt~dcs 16. A system for enabling the position of a moving 

means for  deriving another signal indicative of the di > -  
object to be determined comprising a station for trans- 

of the object from the of the earth, and mitting a first wave having side tones modulated thereon; 

for  combining being responsive to said another "id object including means for deriving first and second 
signals respectively indicative of the velocities of the ob- 

signal. (; 3 
9. The system of claim , wherein the transceiver in- ject relative to a point in space and a point on earth ,and 

eludes meanl for  compensating for Doppler frequency a tran5ceiver having: means fo r  receiving said first wave, 

sh i f t  on the waves transmitted to and fronl the meansrespon~ive to the received first wave for deriving a 

transcci,,er, said j>oppler con,pensating means compris- second wave having modulated thereon the side tones 
o.,ci!lato,. d e r i v i n g  a variable frequency in re- ;,, modul:rted on the received fir\t wave and said first and 

sponae to f l ~ c ~ , u c n c y  of the w;lve, means for x w n d  signals, the side tones of the second wave being 

o s c i l l ; , t O r  v;lliL,,,le frequency to said trans- p h r i ~  coherent with sitlc tones of the received first wave, 
nltLins sccOrlcl Iransmitted f l o n l  t l l c  and mcans for tr . ;~nmitting said second wave; said station 

tran,ccivc,. ,  r , ,cirn, for  m e a s l r r i n g  tile ~ ) ~ ) ~ p l ~ r  5hil.t SIC-  f 't~rther including: rncrtns for receiving the second wave, 
I$urncy of Ihc lirsl 

t I ~ L n ~ l l l i ~ , t c ~  to the receiver, yait! 75  nicans responsive to lhc 3idc tones ~r~odulaled on the 



3,495,260 
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received second wave for deriving a third signal indicative References Cited - - 
of a line of position of the object, means for detecting the UNITED STATES PATENTS 
first and second signals modulated on the received second 
wave, and means for combining said third signal with 3,317,909 511967 Waetjen 343--lC@ 
both of \aid detected sicnalq. 3,384,891 5/ 1968 Anderson 3163-4.5 

17. The system of claim 16 wherein: wid object further 
includes means for deriving another signal indicative o f  'ODNEY '. BENNE'IT* JR., Primary 

thc dist:unce of the object from the center of thc earth; RICHARD E. HERGER, Assistant Exarnirrer 
sitid tr;~nsccivc~. includes means for modulating siiid 
:~nothcr signal on the secontl w;~vc; hiiirl station inclutlcs 10 U.S. C1. X.R. 
nlciins for dctccling said another signal; and 5:iid con>- 343-9, 6.5, 10s 
bining means is responsive to the detected another signill. 
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